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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the description, design principles, functional
operation, and recommended expansion and enhancements for the Space Ultra-
reliable Modular Computer (SUMC) interpretive simulator, included in the"'
appendices are the User's Manual, descriptions of machine instructions
for the SUMC being modeled,-Program Module .Descriptions, Simulator Source
Program listings, and a sample program printout.
Within the description of the simulation target computer, the basic
architecture is discussed in terms of its effect on the simulator soft-
ware organization. This section also includes a discussion of the instruc-
tion set which is executed under the initial simulator implementation as
well as planned additions to this target instruction set.
The functional operation of the SUMC simulator is described accord-
ing to basic operational modules which include the primary control loop,
initialization, instruction parse and execute subroutines, user diagnostic
aids, program termination, and interrupt simulation routines. In dis-
cussing the operation of the simulator, the key problems of host computer
independence and target computer architectural scope are brought into
focus.
A section is also included outlining recommended simulator expansion
and enhancements. Simulation of input/output operations, expansion of the
target instruction set, execution efficiency, and simulation of interrupt
servicing operations are the topics discussed in this section.
SECTION II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SUMC
A. SUMC Architecture ;
A simplified block diagram of the Space Ultrareliable Modular Com-
puter (SUMC) is shown in Figure II-1. The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU),
Main Memory Unit (MMU), Scratch-Pad Memory (SPM), Control Unit (CU) and
Multiplexer/Register Unit (MRU) are the five basic functional units of
the SUMC. The Floating-Point Unit (FPU) is a sixth basic unit; however,
a particular SUMC configuration may or may not include the FPU. Modular
construction of the SUMC allows the computer word length to be varied,
in four-bit increments, to satisfy specific space mission requirements.
For this application, the SUMC simulator models a target computer having
a 32-bit word length and no floating-point arithmetic capability, i.e.,
the SUMC configuration does not include the FPU and only fixed-point
arithmetic instructions may be processed.
Figure II-2 depicts a detailed block diagram of the SUMC with the
basic functional units broken down into their major components. The
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) accepts inputs from the Floating-Point Multi-
plexer (FPM), SPM, I/O Unit, Microprogram Read-Only Memory (MROM), and
Memory Register (MR). The Control Unit (CU) enables the appropriate
multiplexer, depending on the instruction. The Add/Sub Units can perform
an add, subtract, reverse subtract, logical AND, logical OR, logical
EXCLUSIVE OR, 1's complement and 2's complement. The correct function is
enabled by a signal from the Control Unit (CU), depending on the instruc-
tion.
The Multiplexer/Register Unit (MRU) accepts data from the ALU, SPM,
I/O Unit, and FPU. The Product/Remainder Multiplexer (PRM) can accept
data from the ALU, force zeros out, shift ALU data right one, left one,
left two, right four, and left four. The Memory Address Multiplexer (MAM)
gates data or zeros to the memory address register (MAR) from the ALU or
MAR. The MAM can shift data right one, left one, left two, right four,

















































to the Multiply/Quotient Register (MQR) from the PRM or MQR. The data
from the MQM can be shifted left one, left two, and right four. The
MQR sends data to the MQM or SPM. The registers and multiplexers in the
MRU are controlled by microinstruction signals from the Control Unit and
allow data from the ALU to be gated through the multiplexers and clocked
into various registers. . ' •
The Scratch Pad Memory (SPM) contains program addressable registers,
current Program Status Word (PSW), and temporary storage area. The SUMC
breadboard system, which acts as the current target computer, contains a
64-word, 32-bit scratch pad memory. The SUMC breadboard SPM contains 16
General Registers, eight Floating-Point Registers, program counter, a
system mask word, a program mask word, condition code bits, protection
key word and program state word. The SPM layout is shown in Figure II-3.
The function of the SUMC SPM is to send data to the ALU and.accept data
from the MRU while controlled by microinstruction signals from the Control
Unit.
The Floating-Point Unit (FPU) is a special logic section which en-
hances the execution of floating-point instructions. The current version
of the SUMC simulator has not been designed, to include floating-point
capabilities and a discussion of the FPU will not be presented here.
The Control Unit (CU) decodes SUMC instructions and provides micro-
instruction control signals for the ALU, SPM, MMU, MRU, and FPU as required
to execute the current instruction. This unit is made up of a number of
distinct components and each of these is discussed briefly in the follow-
ing paragraphs. - -
Instruction Register (IR) - This 32-bit register is used to hold the
instruction which is currently being executed. The op code portion of
the IR is used as an address for the IARQM.
Instruction Address Read-Only Memory (IARQM) - The IAROM is a 64-
word, 12-bit read-only memory which contains the starting address of the
microinstruction sequence stored in the MROM which will perform the machine
instruction. The content of the IAROM, whose address is specified by the
instruction op code, is gated to the Sequencer Control Unit.
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FIGURE 11-3. SUMC BREADBOARD SYSTEM SCRATCH PAD MEMORY MAP.
Sequencer Control Unit (SCU) - The sequencer serves as an address
register for the microprogrammed read-only memory. The ten-bit sequencer
register can be loaded from the IAROM, MROM, or the ALU.
Microprogram Read-Only Memory (MROM) - The MROM is 1024-word, 72-bit
read-only memory containing a prestored sequence of microinstructions
required to fetch and execute the program instructions, initiate and con-
trol I/O operations, and respond to external interrupts. An instruction
is executed by broadcasting a location or a sequence of locations of the
MROM to the ALU, SPM, MRU, FPU, and main memory.
Iteration Counter (1C) - The 1C is used to control the number of
times a single or a sequence of microinstructions in the MROM should be
repeated. The six-bit 1C register can be loaded from the IR, ALU, and
MROM. ' ' . ' • • . ' • - .
Figure II-4 is a flow chart which depicts the sequence of operations
performed by the Control Unit in executing an instruction. More detailed
explanations of the operating of the SUMC Control Unit as well as other
SUMC architectural features can be found in appropriate literature (1),
(2), (3), (4), pertaining to SUMC hardware characteristics. The preceding
discussion is intended to relate only the basic principles of SUMC archi-
tectural design and the source of the material has been the SUMC Breadboard
System Operations Guide (1).
B. SUMC Instruction Set
The SUMC breadboard system is a 32-bit byte-oriented machine which
performs arithmetic operations that fall into four classes: fixed point
and logical arithmetic, floating-point arithmetic, character manipulation,
and I/O operations. The fixed-point and logical arithmetic operations
require the following data types:
• Half-word fixed-point.number
• Full-word fixed-point number
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FIGURE 11-4. SUMC CONTROL UNIT (CU) FLOW DIAGRAM
The floating-point arithmetic operations require:
• Short floating-point number
• Long floating-point number
The character manipulation operations require:
• Packed decimal number
• Zoned decimal number
• Variable-length logical information
Figure II-5 shows the data formats for the eight different types of
data mentioned above. The SUMC simulator is presently concerned with six
of the eight data types in that floating-point capabilities will be added
to the program at a later time.
The SUMC breadboard system uses instruction formats which may be one,
two, or three half-words in length. A total of five different instruction
formats are used:
RR -register-to-register operation format
RX - register-and-indexed-storage operation format
RS - register-and-storage operation format
SI - storage-and-immediate-operand operation format
SS - storage-to-storage operation format
The instruction formats are shown in Figure II-6 along with a brief
description of the different fields of each instruction. In describing
the execution of instructions, operands are designated as first, second,
and third operands according to the manner in which they participate.
The operand to which a field in an instruction format applies is denoted
by the number following the code name of the field.
Table II-l lists the instruction set which has been implemented for
the SUMC breadboard system simulator. This table contains the instruction
op codes, their corresponding mnemonics, and appendix page numbers refer-
ring to the instruction description. As mentioned previously, there are
four types, or groups, of instructions and the present version of the
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ZONE DIGIT ZONE DIGIT
0 34 78 11 12 15 16
ZONE DIGIT SIGN DIGIT
128 (MAX)







OP CODE R 1 R 2
7 8 11 12 15
OP CODE R 1 X 2 B 2
•• 1
.7 8 11 12 15 16 19 20 31
OPCODE R 1 R 3 B 2 D 2
78 11 12 15 16 19 20 31
OP CODE I 2 B 1
•- 1
7 8 15 16 19 20 31
OP CODE L 1 L 2 B 1 D 1 B 2 D 2
0 78 11 12 15 16 19 20
1 HALFWORD 1 | HALFWORD2
31 32 35 36 47
HALFWORD 3
j BYTE 1 I BYTE 2 i BYTE 3 j BYTE 4 i BYTE 5 I
OP CODE - ISTR INSTRUCTION OPERATION CODE
R 1- REGISTER OPERAND 1 SPM ADDRESS
R 2 -REGISTER OPERAND 2 SPM ADDRESS
R 3 - REGISTER OPERAND 3 SPM ADDRESS
X 2 - OPERAND 2 INDEX REGISTER SPM ADDRESS
B 1- OPERAND 1 BASE REGISTER SPM ADDRESS
B 2'- OPERAND 2 BASE REGISTER SPM ADDRESS
D 1 - OPERAND 1 DISPLACEMENT
D 2 - OPERAND 2 DISPLACEMENT
I 2- IMMEDIATE OPERAND 2
L 1 - OPERAND 1 LENGTH SPECIFICATION
L 2 - OPERAND 1 2 LENGTH SPECIFICATION
FIGURE 11-6. SUMC BREADBOARD SYSTEM INSTRUCTION FORMATS.
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Table II-1. Instruction Set for the SUMC Breadboard System Simulator




























































































































































































































Group III. Character Manipulation Instructions
































system which contain any of the Group I or Group III instructions of
Table II-l.
Appendix II describes the execution of the Group I and Group III
instructions as they aiffc processed by the SUMG breadboard system arid
simulated by the SUMC interpretive simulator.
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SECTION III. THE SUMC INTERPRETIVE SIMUIATOR
A. Design Principles
1. Host Computer Independence. One of the primary design goals
for the interpretive simulator is the capability to simulate the operation
of the SUMC family of machines on a variety of host computers. To accom-
plish this, great care has been taken to identify all host-machine-
dependent operations which must be performed during a simulation.
The need to design a host computer independent simulator has been
dictated by two considerations. First, and probably more important, the
resulting program would be valuable to a larger cross-section of users
if the problem of transferring the simulator between host computers is
not a major or costly undertaking. Secondly, the development effort may
be done on whichever machine may be practical or available (in this case,
an IBM 7094) and the finished simulator is then easily converted for use
on other host systems (in this case, a Univac 1108).
The choice of an appropriate simulator source language was influenced
strongly by the desirability of maintaining host computer independence.
The standard FORTRAN IV source language was chosen for the simulator since
it represents a high-level language which is common to most large-scale
computer systems. Although a higher-level language would have eased
programming efforts, it was decided that the machine-independence criterion
was of overriding importance. It has been recognized that certain FORTRAN IV
processing characteristics will vary from one system to the next; however,
these have been noted and appropriate coding is used to circumvent this
problem.
The requirement for program transfer among several computer installa-
tions has led to a highly modular program structure. The simulator has
thus been constructed as a set of quasi-independent modules, regulated
by a control module, as shown in Table III-l. This table includes all
program modules which are presently included in the basic simulator pack-




























































































































































































































































































marked with an asterisk. Table III-2 give* a brief description of the
function of each program module. Transfer of the simulator among host
computers would therefore require modifications or replacement of only
those modules marked in the figure.
There are three primary areas of programming for the simulator in
which differences in host computer characteristics had a noticeable
effect. These are:
• host computer word length
• host computer arithmetic
• host computer I/O procedures
Problems encountered in each of the above areas have been resolved
such that the simulation package is machine independent to the fullest
possible extent.
a. Word Length. The possibility of a variation in host compu-
ter word length when transferring the simulator between host systems is
a readily apparent problem. A parameter, IHOST, specifying the host
computer word length has therefore been introduced as a common variable
in appropriate simulator Subroutines. The IHOST variable is initialized
along with other standard program variables prior to start of a simulation.
b. Arithmetic. The SUMC target computer employs two's-complement
arithmetic exclusively. However, a given host computer may be a two's-
complement, one's-complem^nt or sign-magnitude machine. The following
possibilities are therefore reasonably likely:
j.
• 2's-complemirit target Computer & 2's-complement host
• 2' s-complem'cnt target computer & 1's-complement host
• 2's-complement target computer & sigh-magnitude host
In the first case, when both target and host computers employ 2's-
complement arithmetic, simulation of target computer operations is
straightforward and conversion problems are not present.
In the two latter cases, however, proper conversions must be made
during simulation since arithmetic quantities are represented differently
in host and target systems. The present version of the SUMC simulator
16
Table III-2. Simulator Module Definitions
Program Modules Function Summary
A. INITIALIZATION'




Input values for host and target
computer architectural parame-
ters.
Input target computer memory
map.
Input diagnostics keys and cor-











. Fetch instructions and data from
simulated main memory.
Store instructions and data .in,
simulated main memory.
Parse current instruction and
represent contents as FORTRAN
variables.
Process current instruction.
Arithmetic processing common to
several instruction routines.
Maintains records pertaining to






5. Block MM Dump
6. Full MM Dump
Information printed to identify
diagnostic output.
Check and execute SNAP diagnostic.
Check and execute TRACE diag-
nostic.
Check and execute SPM DUMP
diagnostic. ,
Check and execute BLOCK MM DUMP
diagnostic.






Detect program termination condi-
tions. .




Table III-2. Simulator Module Definitions (Continued)
Program Modules Function Summary










Detect and flag error conditions.
Detect and identify interrupt
conditions.
Maintain stack of pending inter-
rupts.
Process pending interrupts at
appropriate times according to
predetermined priorities.
Maintain old and new program






Perform generic bit manipulation
operations.
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is operational on the IBM 7094 system which is a sign-magnitude machine.
Two special (host machine dependent) routines are therefore present -
ITWTSM, for conversion of 2*s-complement data to sign-magnitude repre-
sentation, and ISMTWO, for conversion of sign-magnitude to 2's-complement
representation. Prior to simulation of a particular SUMC operation,
appropriate target computer data must be converted to host machine form
using the ITWTSM routine. Following the simulated operation, which is
performed under host machine arithmetic, the results are converted to
target machine form using the ISMTWO routine. It should be noted here
that performing arithmetic operations using an arithmetic base other than
that of the host machine would be prohibitive from an efficiency stand-
point. Thus, the conversion routines are necessary.
Transfer of the simulator to a Univac 1108 operating environment
would of course require appropriate conversion routines in order to per-
form arithmetic operations using the host computer I1s-complement repre-
sentation. Substitution of the different conversion routines can be done
with a minimum of difficulty.
c. I/O Operations. The most difficult problem encountered in
achieving a truly machine independent simulator has been in the area of
host machine Input/Output operations. That is, I/O processing character-
istics are highly dependent on the particular choice of host computer.
For this reason, all simulation procedures which require the utilization
of host computer I/O operations have been segregated so that extensive
I/O revisions are not necessary when transferring the simulator between
host computers.






During initialization, the host computer must input the target com-
puter memory map as well as the various target machine and host machine
19
parameters which are needed for simulation. All READ operations which
are performed by the host computer are included in the subroutine INITLZ.
This routine handles the initialization operations at the start of each
simulation and must input the following:
• Target computer main memory map
• Target computer SPM map
• Target computer architectural parameters _
• Host computer architectural parameters
• Simulation control variables
• Diagnostics variables
This routine is written in standard FORTRAN IV for processing on the
IBM 7094. Operation on another host machine could of course require
modification or replacement of INITLZ.
The simulator includes a number of diagnostic features which require
both READ and WRITE operations to be performed by the host computer. Since
the simulation diagnostic aids are designed primarily for target computer
debugging and verification in the environment of a commercially available
system, the applicable routines are inherently host machine dependent to
a certain extent. However, by coding these routines in the standard
FORTRAN IV source language and circumventing host computer dependencies
where possible, the modifications required for switchover to a different
host system are not major ones.
Several host machine I/O operations are required at the termination




• target memory dumps
• diagnostics information
Each of the above output operations have been coded using distinct
subroutines and standard FORTRAN IV source language. Relatively few
lines of code are needed for these operations which allows subroutines
that are easily transferable between host systems.
20
The Interrupt Service routines have not been finalized for. the
IBM 7094 version of the simulator. Some machine dependencies exist in
the present scheme; however, it is hoped that the final version of the
simulator will,feature interrupt processing simulation which is completely
host machine independent. . ...
2. Target.Computer Architectural Scope. The basic interpretive
simulator, as presently configured, operates on an IBM 7094 host system
and has the capability to model a SUMC family of target machines. This
section will be devoted to a discussion of the SUMC characteristics and
design parameters which may vary under the present simulation program.
Flexibility has been designed into the simulator so that an even wider
range of target machines may eventually be modeled through future enhance-
ments to the basic program. These possibilities are also discussed in
this section. .,....; • • .. . •
The simulator has been designed such that changes in the following
SUMC architectural features can be accommodated presently or with little
additional modification.
• SUMC word length
• main memory -size
• scratch-pad memory size - : .
• scratch-pad memory organization
• microprogram read-only-memory contents , ' • ''..'." ,,
' • "addition of floating-point arithmetic unit ,.
'•'••• • I/O devices ;! ' ' . ' " ' ' " " ' •
• 'interrupt response routines ' • > - , -
The present version of the SUMC simulator is capable of adjusting to
variations in several of the above features. Planned enhancements in the
remaining areas will allow the simulation of a widely varying group of
target computers.' The present allowable architectural scope of the SUMC
target computer, in terms of the above mentioned features, will be
described here in detail.
•<i-.
a. SUMC Target Computer Word Length. The current version of
the SUMC simulator is intended to model a target computer having a word
21
length of 32 bits. However, the program can be readily modified to simu-
late a similar SUMC computer having a smaller word length. The allowable
word lengths vary from a minimum of 16 bits to the present 32 bits, with
the restriction that the word length be a multiple of four. This restric-
tion is certainly reasonable since the SUMC has been designed as a four-
bit modular computer. The target computer word length is a simulation
parameter in the form of a COMMON variable called ITARG, which may be
initialized by the user at the start of a simulation.
b. SUMC Target Computer Main Memory Size. A variation in the
size of the target computer main memory is certainly a very likely possi-
bility. Provision has been made for this occurrence in the present
version of the SUMC simulator. The number of addressable locations in
the SUMC main memory is specified for the simulation program via the
DIMENSION statement for the array IMAINM.. The size of. simulated target
main memory can then be changed by modification of the IMAINM array
dimension statement in each appropriate subroutine or subprogram. The
IMAINM array contains the current contents of simulated SUMC main memory
throughout the simulation. The number of addressable locations which
may be simulated for the SUMC main memory varies from a minimum of 128
locations to a maximum of 32,768 locations.
c. SUMC Target Computer SPM Size. As in the case of target
computer main memory size, SUMC scratch-pad memory size is likely to vary.
In the present version of the simulator, SPM registers are simulated as
an array called ISPM, which contains the current contents of the target
computer SPM in SUMC format. If the number of registers contained in
SPM should change for a particular target computer, a simple change in
the dimension statement for the ISPM array will effect a corresponding
change in the simulation program. The present SUMC target machine utilizes
a SPM which contains 64 registers. This represents the minimum number of
SPM words which are anticipated for a particular target computer configura-
tion. Any reasonable increase in the target computer SPM size could be
handled under the present program.
d. SUMC Target Computer SPM Organization. Figure II-3, which
is referred to in a previous section, describes the SUMC SPM layout
22
which is used for the current target computer. It basically consists
of:
• General registers
• Float ing-jsbint registers
• Status registers
• Temporary storage registers
• Spares
Due to the fact that the component parts of Scratch Pad Memory as well
as their organization may\vary from one SUMC application to the next, the
SIMC simulator has been designed with considerable flexibility in this
respect.
(1) General Registers - This group of registers is made
up of accumulators, base registers, index registers, and general purpose
registers. The present design philosophy is to allow each of the general
registers to be used as an accumulator, base register, or index register.
That is, a contiguous block of 16 general purpose registers. In addi-
tion, this/block of registers may occupy any 16 continuous SPM locations.
A particular general register is addressed by adding an offset from zero
to the instruction registor address, with the offset being a simulation
parameter initialized by ^he user.
. (2) ..Floating Point Registers - The simulator currently con-
tains no provisions for executing floating point instructions and therefore
does not allocate SPM registers for floating point operations. The prob-
lem of register storage for floating point arithmetic will be addressed
;
when a final version of the SUMC simulator is implemented.
(3) Program Status Word (PSW) - Target computer program
control and linkage is accomplished through a number of program status
words, as in the IBM 360 machine. Under this scheme, the current program
status word resides in scratch pad memory in the form of a group of status
registers. For the simulator, all status words used in controlling the
target computer are present in the form of COMMON variables. In assign-
ing SPM locations for the status information, each simulation variable,
which is actually part of the overall program status word, is made
23
equivalent to its desired SPM location. To change the layout of the PSW
in scratch pad memory, an appropriate change in each applicable EQUIVALENCE
statement is necessary.
(4) Temporary Storage Registers - Ten temporary storage
registers are included in the target SUMC SPM layout. The number and lo-
cation of these registers may be varied in the current version of the
SUMC simulator. The temporary registers are assigned to elements of the
ISPM array using FORTRAN EQUIVALENCE statements and appropriate modifica-
tions of these statements will adjust the ISPM layout accordingly.
(5) Spares - Any SPM registers which remain unused for a
given scratch pad layout are included in this category and are inconse-
quential to simulator operations.
Table III-3 lists the critical SUMC design parameters which may vary
according to the particular target computer under consideration. Minimum
and maximum values permitted for each parameter are given along with
incremental variations which are allowed. Table III-4 lists the values .
which are currently assumed for the SUMC target computer and have been
implemented in the initial version of the simulator.
e. SUMC Target Computer MROM. SUMC instruction execution is
controlled by signals from the microprogrammed read-only memory. Any
additions, deletions, or modifications which are made to the instruction
set of the target computer are implemented through a change in the applica-
ble microcode. The SUMC simulator, in a similar manner, performs inter-
pretive instruction execution by means of FORTRAN subroutines and, there-
fore, changes in the instruction set of the target computer are transformed
into modifications in the appropriate subroutine. The present version of
the simulator performs all actual instruction execution operations with
the OPDEF subroutine and instruction set changes would, in most cases,
involve only this particular subroutine.
f. SUMC Target Computer Floating Point Arithmetic. No float-
ing point arithmetic instructions have been implemented for this version
of the SUMC simulator. The addition of floating point arithmetic capa-
bility is planned as one of the early enhancements to the basic simulator.
24
Table III-3. Critical SIMC Architectural Parameters
Parameter
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*The minimum is shown for illustrative purposes and is not considered to
be a critical value.

















g. SUMC Target Computer Interrupts. The interrupt scheme
associated with a given target computer will in general be unique to
that particular machine. This dependence of the interrupt action on the
target computer results in an interruption package for the SUMC simulator
which will vary greatly from one application to the next. An attempt
has therefore been made to isolate all interrupt operations in the simu-
lator within a few specific program modules.
The present SUMC target computer employs an interrupt scheme which
is similar to that of an IBM/360 system, with certain exceptions. An
interruption consists of storing the current PSW as an old PSW and fetch-
ing a new PSW. Processing resumes in the state indicated by the new PSW.
The old PSW contains the address of the instruction that would have been
executed next if an interruption had not occurred and the instruction-
length code of the last interpreted instruction. ,
The interruption action for the target computer will differ from
IBM/360 operation in the following respects:
• Interrupts occur from just a single I/O channel.
• External interrupts originate only from the operator
interrupt key.
• No decimal arithmetic program interruptions.
• No protection exception program interruption.
With the exception of the above differences, interrupt processing for the
SUMC target computer will parallel that of the IBM/360 system.
The simulator presently is capable of detecting all target computer
interrupt conditions and will notify the user of their presence. Inter-
rupt response or service routines have not been implemented for this
version of the simulator but are planned for inclusion at a later date.
A detailed explanation of all interrupt conditions which are detected
and the program action which is taken will be given in a later section
of this report.
h. SUMC Target Computer I/O. The SUMC simulator does not
provide for simulation of input/output operations performed by the target
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computer. Actual simulation of I/O operations will be performed by I/O
device simulation routines which will be written for each individual
application. Another section of this report, which covers future enhance-
ments and expansion of the SUMC simulator, will describe in further detail
a proposed I/O simulation scheme which could be added to the basic simu-
lator at a later time.
B. Functional Operation
The SUMC interpretive simulator has been designed in a stand-alone,
highly modularized fashion with a single supervisor module, MAINLIN, con-
trolling all simulation sequencing. As shown in Figure III-l, the sub-. ,
routines which operate under control of MAINLIN are divided into six,areas:
• Initialization routines ••••' . • j>~ ' ; : , v.:
• Instruction-fetch and execute ,• . ;,




Although there are no restrictions within the basic simulator package
concerning CALLING and CALLED subroutines, the basic cycling of operations
which are performed to interpretively execute each instruction is con-
trolled in a macro sense by the MAINLIN program.
The simulation process performed by the complete set of program
modules, under control of MAINLIN, is functionally self-contained for
present operation in the IBM/7094 development environment. However, the
SUMC simulator will ultimately become part of a larger set of programs
devoted to support of the SUMC family of computers as shown in Figure III-2,
Integration of Simulator into SUMC Support Software. This report will
describe the functional operation of the simulator in its present form
as an independent programming system.
1. Primary Control Loop. As mentioned in the previous section and

































































































































































by the MAINLIN program. The simulation process is carried out, under
control of MAINLIN, in the following primary phases:




target computer memory map
• Interpretive Execution of Target Program
interruption action •
fetch and decompose next target instruction
perform diagnostics requested
execute instruction and update timer
error termination or process next instruction
• Termination of Program
printout of requested results and/or error message
exit
A flow diagram of the MAINLIN routine is shown in Figure IH-3. The
initial action taken by the program is to dimension all necessary vari-
ables and define the program COMMON area. The simulation initializer
routine, INITLZ, is then called in order to input the necessary simulation
parameters, diagnostics keys, and target program.
If the simulator has been properly initialized, the error flag re-
mains set at zero and the program begins the interpretive execution of
target program instructions in the following steps.
a. If the interrupt counter is at zero, there are no interrupts
pending from a previous instruction and control is transferred to the
simulated fetch cycle. If any interrupts are pending, they are serviced
according to a predetermined priority. Interrupt servicing will be handled
by subroutine calls controlled by interrupt keys.
b. After all pending interrupts have been serviced, the next











routine. This subroutine obtains the proper instruction according to a
simulated program counter. FECHM also parses the current instruction in
order to transform all information contained in the instruction word into
the form of FORTRAN variables usable by the simulator.
c. The simulation error flag is checked again upon return
from the FECHM subroutine and, if it remains zero, the program begins
checking for user diagnostic requests. The four types of user diagnostics
made available by the simulator are checked as follows:
(1) If any main memory "snap" diagnostics have been re-
quested by the user, the SNAPEX subroutine is called to execute the check.
This routine checks all extant snap keys to determine whether the user
desires data at this point in the program. If so, the appropriate data
is collected for printout.
(2) If any register traces have been requested, the TRACEX
subroutine is called to execute the check. This routine checks all trace
keys and collects appropriate data if a register trace is desired.
(3) If a printout of scratch pad memory contents is de-
sired at some time during the simulation, the SPMDEX routine is called
at this point to check SPM dump keys which have been supplied by the user
to trigger the diagnostic. If triggered, the current contents of all
SPM registers are printed before executing further.
(4) A printout of the contents of a particular block of
contiguous main memory locations may be requested by the user at some
point during the simulation. The BLMDEX subroutine is called to check
keys used to trigger this dump. If triggered, a printout of the contents
of the specified locations is executed by this routine.
d. The program is now set up to perform the interpretive execu-
tion of the current instruction. The OPDEF subroutine is called for this
purpose and subsequently performs arithmetic operations and data manipu-
lation called for by the instruction. The interpretive execution of a
target instruction must maintain the contents of all SUMC registers avail-
able to the target-computer programmer. In addition, the contents of
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the simulated SUMC registers must duplicate, on a bit-for-bit basis, the
contents of actual target computer registers under normal operation.
e. If the simulator error flag remains set at zero upon return
from the OPDEF subroutine, the TIMER routine is called for the purpose of
updating simulated execution time.
f. Following the return from the TIMER subroutine and another
check of the error flag, the program returns to the interrupt detection
loop and prepares to execute the next instruction.
At the termination of a simulation run, due to either (1) the execu-
tion of a target program HALT instruction or (2) the setting of the
simulation error flag, the TERMIN subroutine is called. This routine
presently handles post processing statistics printouts, but will also
control collection of simulation restart data when this capability is
implemented.
2. Initialization. The SUMC has been designed as a highly modular
machine and is therefore capable of being configured in a number of dif-
ferent ways. This feature presents a unique problem in the simulation of
such a machine in that quite a large number of target computer character-
istics must be parameterized and input to the simulator as variables
during initialization. These parameters involve both hardware and soft-
ware aspects of the target computer which are subject to change from one
application to the next.
The arrays which simulate SUMC scratch pad memory and main memory
must be given their initial values during the initialization program.
Any registers or main memory locations which are dedicated under a particu-
lar SUMC configuration must appear in appropriate EQUIVALENCE statements.
These equivalence statements would require modification when changes in
dedicated register assignments are made. The initialization operation
for simulated SUMC main memory will of course include the input of the
SUMC target program.
The simulation diagnostics which are available to the user - SNAP,
TRACE, SPM DUMP, and MM DUMP - are controlled through a set of diagnostic
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keys which trigger an appropriate printout at a specified point in the
program. The diagnostics keys, if any, are specified by the user and
input to the simulator by the INITLZ routine.
Finally, those simulation variables which are required internally
by the simulator are initialized by INITLZ. Figure III-4 is a flow
diagram showing the distinct operations performed during initialization
by the INITLZ subroutine.
The first three operations performed by INITLZ, as shown in the
flow diagram, are:
• dimension variables and define COMMON
• EQUIVALENCE statements
• initialize simulation variables.
These initialization operations require no input from the user, but
are handled internally by the simulator. The final four operations re-
quire external inputs to the simulator and the nature of these inputs
is described in the following paragraphs.
a. READ user variables. The current version of the simulator
allows the user to .specify twelve of the key target computer parameters
in the form of input data. Table III-5 lists the twelve variables which
must be initialized by the user and Appendix I, SUMC Simulator User's
Manual, specifies data formats to be followed for proper input.
b. Initialize SPM registers. Part of the SPM initialization
procedure is the specification of the function of SPM registers. This
is done in part by the user as inidcated by Table III-5 and variables
LOCG, LOCT, and LOCF. Armed with this information, along with appropriate
DIMENSION statements for each block of registers, the exact location of
each general register, floating point register, and temporary storage
register is known to the program. The function and location of all other
registers in scratch pad memory are specified for the program through
EQUIVALENCE statements.
c. READ diagnostics keys. Any of the available simulator



























FIGURE 111-4. FLOW DIAGRAM OF INITLZ ROUTINE
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Host computer word length
Target computer word length
Number of addressable locations in target MM
Target MM lower bound address
Target MM upper bound address
Number of registers in target SPM
Offset to first SPM general register
Offset to first SPM temporary register
Offset to first SPM floating-point register
Target program first word address
Target program first instruction address -
Maximum simulated execution time
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the appropriate diagnostics input data. The INITLZ routine is presently
designed to read this data from cards supplied by the user. A detailed
description of the simulator diagnostics features is included in a later
section of this report. The proper data formats as well as the deck
set-up used for diagnostics input are given in Appendix I, SUMC Simula-
tor User's Manual.
d. READ target (SUMC) computer program. This portion of the
INITLZ routine reads the target program which is to be simulated. The
program is input in SUMC machine language form since the actual program
input consists of the target SUMC main memory map. This memory map is
stored in the IMAINM array, which will contain the simulated contents of
target computer main memory throughout the simulation. The data formats
and deck set-up for input of the target program are also given in
Appendix I.
3. Instruction Parse and Execute. The nucleus of the SUMC inter-
pretive simulator is made up of two subroutines which simulate the
instruction fetch and execute operations. The first of these subroutines,
FECHM, performs the following functions:
• Validate instruction address
• Fetch one-, two-, or three-halfword instruction from
simulated SUMC main memory
• Classify current instruction and parse contents accordingly
• Validate all instruction operand addresses and fetch
appropriate data.
The second subroutine, OPDEF, is called if FECHM is correctly executed
and performs the following functions:
• Interpretively execute the instruction
• Validate simulated execution
• Place results in appropriate registers in target computer form
• Update timers and statistics variables.
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The FBCHM and OPDEF subroutines act in a supervisory capacity during
the execution of each target instruction. That is, all basic operations
required during the instruction execution phase are performed within the
FECHM and OPDEF routines; however, frequently used or mundane arithmetic
operations are processed by called subroutines or function subprograms.
In addition, in the presence of error conditions or interrupts, control
is transferred to an appropriate service subroutine.
A flow diagram of the basic FECHM subroutine is shown in Figure III-5.
The diagram is simplified but nevertheless illustrates all basic opera-
tions and control functions executed by FECHM. An explanation will be
given here of the basic steps followed in performing the simulated fetch
operation.
a. The initial action taken following a CALL to the FECHM
subroutine is the validation of the current instruction address which is
represented by the integer variable PCNTR. Two checks are made—the
first test determines whether PCNTR is larger than the maximum number of
addressable locations in simulated main memory and the second test
determines whether PCNTR addresses a memory location which falls within
the target program area of simulated main memory. If either of the tests
fail, an error flag is set to identify the anomaly and an error termina-
tion routine, ERINS, is called.
 ;
b. If PCNTR addresses a valid target program location, the
instruction is fetched from IMAINM in halfword segments. Immediately
after a fetch of the first halfword and the extraction of the instruction
op code, a check is performed to determine (1) the validity of the op
code and (2) the instruction classification. If the op code is invalid,
the program is terminated by setting the appropriate error flag and
calling ERINS. In the absence of any errors, the remaining one or two
halfwords which make up the complete instruction are fetched from IMAINM
(except in the case of an RR instruction which is comprised on only a
single halfword). The number of helfwords making up a particular instruc-



































FIGURE 111-5. FLOW DIAGRAM OF FECHM ROUTINE.
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c. As each instruction halfword is fetched, the information
contained in each segment of the halfword is parsed out and stored in a
separate array, ISEGTA, which is used to store all components of the
current instruction as FORTRAN variables. In addition, the effective
addresses of any instruction memory operands are calculated and these
operands, if any, are fetched from IMAINM and stored as FORTRAN variables.
d. As the current instruction is fetched from IMAINM and
parsed by the FECHM subroutine, each instruction operand or address is
validated before proceeding further. If errors or interrupt conditions
are detected, appropriate flags are set to identify the source and ser-
vice subroutines are called. Unless a target program HALT instruction
is being processed, control is relinquished to the MAINLIN supervisor
routine immediately after the fetch is completely validated.
A flow diagram of the basic OPDEF subroutine is shown in Figure III-6.
This subroutine will only be called following the successful completion
of an instruction fetch and simulates the execution of the current target
instruction. The basic steps followed during OPDEF execution are ex-
plained in the following paragraphs.
a. After initializing the program constants which are needed
by the OPDEF subroutine, a computed GO TO transfers control to that
portion of the routine which will interpretively execute the fetched
instruction. Since the operation to be performed by the current instruc-
tion is uniquely defined by the instruction op code, it is this parameter
which is used as the transfer control variable.
b. During the execution of an instruction, both intermediate
and final results are checked to determine whether an error has occurred
or an interrupt condition is present. In either case, the identifying
flags will be set and the appropriate error termination or interrupt
service routine will be called.
c. Although the interpretive nature of the simulator allows
the use of host computer hardware for efficient execution of each instruc-























FIGURE 111-6. FLOW DIAGRAM OF OPDEF
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'registers in exact SUMC target computer form at the conclusion of each
instruction. That is, fidelity in yielding the correct result for an
arbitrary instruction is the criterion rather than fiedlity in executing
the precise SUMC sequence to obtain the result. Furthermore, determina-
tion of the validity of a result occurs at the level of visibility to
the programmer. This means that during the execution sequence, the
simulator maintains the contents of computer storage that are available
to the programmer but does not necessarily maintain registers, status
indicators and other computer storage not available for reference by the
programmer.
d. Following the error-free execution of any instruction and
a return to the MAINLIN supervisory routine, a CALL is issued to the
TIMER subroutine in order to update simulation statistics. Figure III-7
shows the basic flow diagram for the TIMER routine and the following
paragraphs give further details concerning statistics updating.
• The program variable IOFFST is an instruction counter
and is incremented by one following the successful
execution of each target program instruction.
• The complete set of all target computer instructions
has been divided into ten distinct classes for statistics
purposes. These classes are:










A count of the number of target instructions of each class
which have been executed is kept current during a simula-
tion. The TIMER routine increments the appropriate class








TIME =TIME + TIME (INSTR)
CLASS = CLASS + CLASS (INSTR)
OFFSET =OFFSET
TIME =TIME + TIME (INSTR)
FIGURE IIU7. FLOW DIAGRAM OF TIMER ROUTINE
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total number of instructions processed in each class is
available when the simulation is terminated.
• The total simulated execution time is also computed at
the conclusion of each instruction execution. This total
is computed by adding the time which would be required
by the target computer for executing the current instruc-
tion to the accumulated time.
• In a similar manner, the simulated execution time asso-
ciated with each of the instruction classes mentioned
above is computed by TIMER. When the simulation is termi-
nated, the total execution time attributed to each of the
ten classes of instructions is available.
If the current simulated execution time computed by the TIMER
subroutine is less than the allowable maximum execution time, the program
executes a normal return to the MAINLIN routine. In this event, barring
any pending interrupts, another simulation cycle begins with an instruc-
tion fetch. If the accumulated execution time exceeds the specified
maximum time, an error flag is set and the program is terminated.
4. User Diagnostic Aids. The SUMC interpretive simulator includes
five basic types of diagnostic routines which the user may take advantage
of:
• SNAPSHOTS of selected target main memory locations
• TRACE of contents of key target registers
• DUMP of contents of scratch pad memory
• BLOCK DUMP of selected portion of target main memory
• FULL DUMP of target main memory
To provide the necessary user control over the simulator diagnostics when
operating on the IBM 7094 host computer, a group of diagnostics data
cards must be included as part of the simulator input. These data cards
are read by the program during the execution of the initialization rou-
tine, INITLZ, and serve to activate or deactivate each of the above
diagnostic aids. When any of the diagnostic routines is activated,
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supporting numerical data must also be included in the input data to pro-
vide control information which triggers the diagnostic execution at the
desired time.
The simulator includes separate subroutines which perform diagnos-
tics checking and processing following each simulated instruction execu-
tion. These routines are called by the primary control loop, MAINLIN,
to collect any data requested by the user at that particular point in
the program just prior to the execution of the current target instruc-
tion. The following sections will give a detailed explanation of each
of the five diagnostics functions which are performed by the simulator.
a. SNAP diagnostic. This diagnostic feature allows the user
to obtain a printout of up to nine selected main memory locations at
some predetermined point in the program. A CALL SNAPRD statement in the
program initialization routine transfers simulator control to the sub-
routine, SNAPRD, which reads all SNAP information supplied by the user.
A flow diagram of the SNAPRD subroutine is shown in Figure III-8. SNAPRD
inputs data as follows:
(1) READ SNAP. A single logical variable, SNAP, is read
first and, if its value is true, additional SNAP data is sought. If its
value is false, the user desires no SNAP diagnostics for the program
under test and SNAPRD relinquishes control back to INTTLZ.
(2) READ FSNAP. This variable is given the value true if
the user wishes to obtain a snapshot of specified main memory locations
following each target instruction execution. Two additional data cards
must be present when a full snap is specified—one card which specifies
the number of MM locations to be snapped and the following lists the
target memory addresses whose contents are to be printed. In addition,
if a FULL SNAP has been requested, no other SNAP diagnostic may be present
during the simulation. Therefore, control is transferred back to INITLZ
after the FULL SNAP data has been read.
(3) READ TISNAP. If a FULL SNAP has not been requested,

























FIGURE 111-8. FLOW DIAGRAM OF SNAPRD ROUTINE
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For proper execution of this diagnostic, if activated, the user must
specify the number of memory locations to be snapped and their addresses
as well as the starting time for the SNAP execution, the time interval
between each SNAP, and the time at which the final SNAP is to occur.
For simplicity, only one time-interval SNAP routine may be requested
for a particular simulation.
(4) READ KSNAP. A single logical variable is read at
this point to determine whether any keyed SNAP diagnostics are desired
during program execution. If KSNAP=.FALSE., no keyed SNAP diagnostics
are wanted and control is transferred back to INITLZ since only keyed
SNAP data remains to be read by SNAPRD. If KSNAP-.TRUE., additional
data cards must be read by SNAPRD which indicate the SNAP keys and corre-
sponding memory locations to be printed.
(5) READ PCSNAP. This is the first of seven keyed SNAP
diagnostics which must be activated or deactivated whenever the previously
mentioned KSNAP variable indicates the presence of one or more keyed
SNAP requests. Whenever PCSNAP-.TRUE., a program-counter-keyed SNAP is
desired by the user and data is read specifying the program counter
values which act as triggers along with the corresponding memory locations
whose contents are to be snapped. PCSNAP=.FALSE, indicates the absence
of any program-counter-keyed SNAP requests or data pertaining to such.
(6) READ OCSNAP. The OCSNAP logical variable indicates
the presence or absence of an op-code-keyed SNAP request. If OCSNAP=
.TRUE., an op-code-keyed SNAP diagnostic is wanted by the user and addi-
tional data is read specifying op code values which act as triggers and
corresponding memory locations whose contents are to be snapped.
OCSNAP=.FALSE, will of course require no additional data.
(7) READ TSNAP. This logical variable indicates the
presence/absence of any time-keyed SNAP requests. If TSNAP-.TRUE., one
or more time-keyed SNAP diagnostics are wanted and additional data is
read specifying at which simulated execution times the SNAP data is to
be collected and also the memory locations whose contents are to be
snapped.
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(8) READ MASNAP. The logical variable MASNAP indicates
the presence/absence of any memory-address-keyed SNAP diagnostics. If
MASNAP=.TRUE., memory-address-keyed SNAP diagnostics are wanted and
appropriate data is read specifying the target memory locations to be
snapped. MASNAP=.FALSE, requires no additional data.
(9) READ RASNAP. The presence or absence of register-
address-keyed SNAP diagnostics is indicated by the RASNAP variable. If
RASNAP=.TRUE., data must be included giving the target instruction
register address keys which trigger the SNAP and the memory locations to
be snapped. No additional data is required when RASNAP=.FALSE.
(10) READ MOSNAP. The logical variable MOSNAP indicates
the presence/absence of memory-operand-keyed SNAP diagnostics. This
diagnostic is identical to the memory-address-keyed SNAP with the excep-
tion that the contents of the specified memory address act to trigger
the SNAP. Therefore, when MOSNAP=.TRUE., the octal contents of each
memory address must also be included in the necessary data.
(11) READ ROSNAP. The presence/absence of register-
operand-keyed SNAP diagnostics is indicated by the logical variable
ROSNAP. This diagnostic is identical to the register-address-keyed SNAP
with the exception that the contents of the specified register address
must be included in the necessary data when ROSNAP=.TRUE. and act to
trigger the SNAP.
When any of the SNAP diagnostics discussed above are activated, two
additional data values must be specified. First, for each set of memory
locations which are to have their contents printed at SNAP execution
time, the number of memory locations specified to be SNAPPED must be
given. Second, the number of SNAP keys of each type, i.e., program-
counter-keys, op-code-keys, etc., must be specified whenever a keyed
SNAP diagnostic is activated.
Appendix I contains a detailed layout of the data cards which make
up the SNAP diagnostics data deck. This layout gives a brief explanation
of each data card which may be present as well as indicating proper card
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formats, proper card sequence, and data needed to activate any combina-
tion of the available SNAP diagnostics.
The SNAPEX subroutine is part of the primary simulator control
loop, MAINLIN, and is called just prior to the execution of each target
instruction. This routine is responsible for checking all SNAP diag-
nostic keys to determine whether a SNAP response is appropriate. If the
user, by supplying the proper SNAP diagnostics data cards, has requested
a SNAPSHOT of certain target main memory locations at this point in the
program, this data is collected for printout by the SNAPEX routine before
the pending target instruction is executed.
b. TRACE diagnostic. This diagnostic feature makes it possible
for the user to obtain a printout of the contents of key target computer
registers at a predetermined point in the program. The user specifies
the TRACE diagnostic keys, which serve to trigger the TRACE printout at
the proper time, through a set of TRACE data cards that are read by the
TRACRD subroutine. The TRACRD routine is called during program initial-
ization and a flow diagram of this routine is shown in Figure III-9.
TRACRD inputs data as follows:
(1) READ TRACE. The first value which is read by the
TRACRD routine is the logical variable TRACE, and if its value is logical
.TRUE., additional TRACE data is sought. If TRACE=.FALSE., the user
desires no TRACE diagnostics for the program and TRACRD relinquishes
control to INITLZ.
(2) READ FTRACE. If the logical variable FTRACE=.TRUE.,
the user will obtain a trace of the contents of all key target computer
registers following each target instruction execution. If this FULL
TRACE is activated, no other TRACE diagnostics can be specified since
their presence would simply yield redundant TRACE information. Only
when FTRACE=.FALSE, does the routine search for other TRACE diagnostic
data.
(3) READ TITRAC. A time-interval TRACE is requested through
the logical variable TITRAC. This diagnostic yields a TRACE of the key





























FIGURE 111-9. FLOW DIAGRAM OF TRACRD ROUTINE
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ending at those times specified by the user. If TITRAC=.TRUE., an addi-
tional data card must be present to supply TRACE start time, stop time,
and time interval.
(4) READ KTRACE. A single logical variable is read at
this point to determine whether any keyed TRACE diagnostics are desired
during program execution. If KTRACE=.FALSE., no keyed TRACE diagnostics
are wanted and control is transferred back to INITLZ since only keyed
TRACE data remains to be read by TRACRD. If KTRACE=.TRUE., additional
data cards, as discussed below, are read by TRACRD in order to input all
TRACE keys.
(5) READ PCTRAC. This is the first of seven keyed TRACE
diagnostics which must be activated or deactivated whenever the previously
mentioned KTRACE variable indicates the presence of one or more keyed
TRACE requests. Whenever PCTRAC=.TRUE., a program-counter-keyed TRACE
is desired by the user and data is read specifying the program counter
values which are to act as triggers along with the number of consecutive
instructions which are to be traced. PCSNAP=.FALSE, indicates the ab-
sence of any program-counter-keyed TRACE requests or data pertaining to
such.
(6) READ OCTRAC. The OCTRAC logical variable indicates
the presence or absence of an op-code-keyed TRACE request. If
OCTRAC=.TRUE., an op-code-keyed TRACE diagnostic is wanted by the user
and additional data is read specifying op code values which act as
triggers and the corresponding number of instructions to be traced.
OCTRAC=.FALSE, of course requires no additional data.
(7) READ TTRACE. This logical variable indicates the
presence/absence of any time-keyed TRACE requests. If TTRACE=.TRUE.,
one or more time-keyed TRACE diagnostics are wanted and additional data
specifies at which simulated execution times the TRACE data is to be
collected and also the number of instructions for which each TRACE is
to be in effect.
(8) READ MATRAC. The logical variable MATRAC indicates
the presence/absence of any memory-address-keyed TRACE diagnostics. If
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MATRAC=.TRUE., memory-address-keyed TRACE diagnostics are wanted and
appropriate data is read specifying the target instruction memory
addresses which trigger the TRACE output and the number of instructions
to be traced. MATRAC=.FALSE, requires no additional data.
(9) READ RATRAC. The presence or absence of register-
address-keyed TRACE diagnostics is indicated by the RATRAC variable. If
RATRAC=.TRUE., data must be included giving the target instruction
register address keys which trigger the TRACE and the corresponding num-
ber of instructions to be traced. No additional data is required when
RATRAC=.FALSE..
(10) READ MOTRAC. The logical variable MOTRAC indicates
the presence/absence of memory-operand-keyed TRACE diagnostics. This
diagnostic is identical to the memory-address-keyed TRACE with the excep-
tion that the contents of the specified target instruction memory address
act to trigger the TRACE. Therefore, when MOTRAC=.TRUE., each TRACE key
includes a target memory address, its corresponding contents, and the
number of instructions to be traced.
(11) READ ROTRAC. The presence/absence of register-operand-
keyed TRACE diagnostics is indicated by the logical variable ROTRAC.
This diagnostic is identical to the register-address-keyed TRACE with the
exception that the contents of the specified register address must be in-
cluded in the necessary data when ROTRAG-.TRUE. and act to trigger the
TRACE. . - • • ; .
Appendix I contains a.detailed layout of the data cards which make
up the TRACE diagnostics data deck. This layout gives a brief explana-
tion of each data card which may be present as well as indicating proper
card formats, proper card sequence, and data needed to activate any
combination of the available TRACE diagnostics.
The TRACEX subroutine is called by the simulator primary control
loop, MAINLIN, just prior to the execution of each target instruction.
This routine is responsible for checking TRACE diagnostics,keys (if any)
to determine whether a register TRACE is appropriate. If the user, by
supplying the proper TRACE diagnostics data cards, has requested a TRACE
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of the key target computer registers at this point in the program, this
data is collected for subsequent printout by the TRACEX routine before
the pending target instruction is processed.
c. SPM DUMP Diagnostic. This diagnostic feature enables the
user to obtain a dump of the contents of SUMC scratch-pad-memory at a
predetermined point in the program. The user must specify the SPM DUMP
keys, which serve to trigger the dump at the proper time, through a set
of SPM DUMP data cards that are read by the SPMDRD subroutine. The
SPMRRD subroutine is called during program initialization and a flow
diagram of this routine is shown in Figure 111-10. SPMDRD inputs data
as follows:
(1) READ SPMD. The first value which is read by the
SPMDRD routine is the logical variable SPMD, and: if its value is logical
.TRUE., additional SPM DUMP data is sought. If SPMD=.FALSE., the user
does not want a SPM DUMP at any point during the simulation and SPMDRD
does not search for additional data but relinquishes control to INITLZ.
(2) READ PCSPMD. This is the first of seven keyed SPM
DUMP diagnostics which must be activated or deactivated whenever the
previously mentioned SPMD variable indicated the presence of one or more
keyed SPM DUMP requests. Whenever PCSPMD=.TRUE., a program-counter-
keyed SPM DUMP is desired by the user and two additional data cards must
be read. The first card specifies the number of dump keys to be entered
as input and the second gives the values of the program counter keys
which act as triggers for SPM DUMP execution. PCSPMD=.FALSE, indicates
the absence of any program-counter-keyed SPM DUMP requests or data per-
taining to such.
(3) READ OCSPMD. The OCSPMD logical variable Indicates
the presence or absence of any op-code-keyed SPM DUMP requests. If
OCSPMD=.TRUE., an op-code-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostic is wanted by the user
and two additional data cards specify (a) number of op code keys to be
entered an input and (b) values of the op code keys which act as SPM DUMP
triggers. OCSPMD=.FALSE, of course requires no additional data.
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FIGURE 111-10. FLOW DIAGRAM OF SPMDRD ROUTINE
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(4) READ MASPMD. The logical variable MASPMD indicates
the presence/absence of any memory-address-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostics.
If MASPMD=.TRUE., memory-address-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostics are wanted
and two additional data cards specify (a) number of memory address keys
to be entered and (b) instruction memory addresses which will act as
keys to trigger a SPM DUMP. MASPMD=.FALSE, requires no additional data.
(5) READ RASPMD. The presence or absence of register-
address-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostics is indicated by the RASPMD variable.
If RASPMD=.TRUE., one or more register-address-keyed SPM DUMP requests
are present and two additional data cards specify (a) number of register
address keys to be entered and (b) instruction register addresses which
will act as keys to trigger a SPM DUMP. RASPMD=.FALSE, requires no
additional data cards.
(6) READ TSPMD. This logical variable declares the
presence/absence of time-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostic requests. If
TSPMD=.TRUE., time-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostics are wanted by the user and
additional data includes (a) number of time keys to be entered and (b)
simulated elapsed time at which each SPM DUMP is to be executed.
(7) READ MOSPMD. The logical variable MOSPMD indicates
the presence/absence of any memory-operand-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostics.
If MOSPMD=.TRUE., SPM DUMP diagnostics which are keyed by instruction
memory operands are wanted by the user and two additional data cards
supply (a) number of memory operand keys to be entered and (b) the in-
struction memory addresses and their corresponding contents which will
act as keys to trigger the desired SPM DUMP executions.
(8) READ ROSPMD. The logical variable ROSPMD indicates
the presence/absence of register-operand-keyed SPM DUMP diagnostics. If
ROSPMD=.TRUE., SPM DUMP diagnostics are wanted which are keyed by instruc-
tion register operands and two additional data cards specify (a) number
of register operand keys to be entered and (b) the instruction register
addresses and their corresponding contents which will act as keys to
trigger SPM DUMP diagnostics.
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A detailed layout of the data cards which comprise the SPM DUMP
diagnostics data deck is contained in Appendix I. This layout provides
a brief description of each data card which may be present as well as
indicating proper card formats, proper card sequence, and data needed to
activate any combination of the available SPM DUMP diagnostics.
The SPMDEX subroutine is called by the simulator primary control
loop, MAINLIN, just prior to the execution of each target instruction.
This routine checks all SPM DUMP diagnostics keys to determine whether
a dump of SPM registers is wanted by the user at this point in the pro-
gram. Whenever a SPM DUMP is appropriate, the data is collected by
SPMDEX before the pending target instruction is processed.
d. Block MM Dump Diagnostic. This simulator diagnostic allows
the user to obtain a dump of a selected block of contiguous target com-
puter main memory locations at some predetermined point in the program.
The user must specify the program counter values which will act to trigger
the block MM DUMP at the desired point in the program. All diagnostics
data which is needed to control block MM DUMP operations is read by the
MMDRD subroutine. This routine is called during program initialization
and the flow diagram is shown in Figure III-ll.
The first value which is read by the MMDRD routine is the logical
variable BLMMD, and if the logical value is .TRUE., additional block MM
DUMP data is sought. If BLMMD=.FALSE., the user desires no block MM
DUMP diagnostics and further supporting data should not be present.
The supporting data which is required when BLMMD=.TRUE. consists of
(a) a single data card which specifies the number of program counter
DUMP keys to be entered and (b) a set of data cards (one for each program
counter key), each of which contains the program counter value, the block
MM DUMP start address, and the number of target main memory locations to
be dumped.
Appendix I contains a detailed layout of the data cards which com-
prise the block MM DUMP diagnostics data deck. The layout provides a
brief description of each data card which may be present as well as indi-


















FIGURE 111-11. FLOW DIAGRAM OF MMDRD ROUTINE
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The execution of a block MM DUMP during simulation of a target pro-
gram is accomplished by the BLMDEX subroutine. This routine is called
by the simulator primary control loop, MAINLIN, just prior to the execu-
tion of each target instruction. BLMDEX compares each of the program
counter DUMP keys with the current simulated target program counter,
and if a match is found, the appropriate data is collected for subsequent
printout.
e. Full MM DUMP Diagnostic. The user may obtain a full DUMP
of the contents of all target computer main memory locations at the
termination of a target program simulation. A full MM DUMP is available
only at program termination and is requested by the user through a single
data card which is read by the previously mentioned MMDRD routine. As
shown in Figure III-ll, the MMDRD subroutine reads the logical variable
FMMD before returning to INITLZ. If FMMD=.TRUE., a full target MM DUMP
is performed at program termination. The value of the FMMD variable is
supplied by the user as the last data card in the diagnostics data deck,
as shown in the data card layouts of Appendix I.
f. Diagnostics Header Information. All of the diagnostic
features which have been discussed supply the user with information con-
cerning the contents of certain target computer (SPM or MM) registers at
a particular point in the simulation of a target program. In order to
identify the exact point during target program execution that.a particular
diagnostics output was obtained, a block of header information forms the
preamble to all diagnostics printouts. The information supplied by each
header block includes:
• type of diagnostic in effect
• number of instructions executed
• simulated elapsed time
• current instruction address
• current instruction contents
• instruction register operands
• instruction memory operands.
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5. Program Termination. When a particular SUMC program simulation
is terminated, it may be due to any one of a number of different possible
causes. The cause of the program termination will have a direct bearing
on simulator response and the data which is provided at the conclusion
of a program. Whenever possible, the termination cause is identified
and a table of program statistics is provided to the user. The follow-
ing paragraphs will discuss the different simulation conditions which
lead to program termination and simulator response for each condition.
a. Invalid Simulation Definition. This error condition re-
sults whenever data which is supplied by the user for simulation initial-
ization and control is invalid. The user must supply three types of
definition data:
• SUMC target computer architectural parameters
• SUMC register initialization data
• diagnostics data
In the first two cases, erroneous data will not prevent the simulator
from beginning target program execution; however, it is not predictable
at what point during the simulation this input error will be detected.
When detected, it will be identified as a program interruption and the
appropriate interrupt response will be taken. In the third case, the
host computer input operations will be affected and termination action
will depend only on host computer characteristics.
b. Error Interrupts. Two classes of interrupt conditions
are considered to be error conditions and will lead to program termina-
tion. These are
• Program interruption and
• Machine-check interruption.
A complete discussion of the SUMC interrupt scheme which includes the
above two conditions as well as three additional interrupt conditions is
given in the next section, Simulator Interrupt Capability.
Whenever either of the error interrupt conditions occurs, appro-
priate interrupt servicing routines are called by the simulator and upon
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their completion, the program is terminated. The information supplied
to the user at termination includes an error flag identifying the cause
and a table of simulation statistics. The error flag is set as follows:
Error Flag Meaning
1 Operation exception interrupt
2 Privileged-operation exception interrupt
3 Execute exception interrupt
4 Addressing exception interrupt
5 Specification exception interrupt
6 Data exception interrupt
7 Fixed-point-overflow exception interrupt
8 Fixed-point-divide exception interrupt
9 Exponent-overflow exception interrupt
10 Exponent-underflow exception interrupt
11 Significance exception interrupt
12 Floating-point-divide exception interrupt
13 Machine-check interrupt
14 Memory boundary violation
15 Time overflow
16 Wait state
The simulation statistics include information concerning each of the ten
classes of instructions previously discussed in Section III-B.3. For
termination due to an error interrupt, the following information is made
available:
• number of instructions of each class which were executed
• amount of time used in executing each class of instruction
• percentage of total simulated elapsed time used in executing
each class of instruction
• total number of instructions executed
• total simulated elapsed time
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c. Simulation Errors. In addition to detecting those error
conditions which lead to a target computer interrupt response, the
simulator checks two additional error conditions which also result in
program termination. These are:
• target computer memory boundary violation
• simulated elapsed time overflow
A boundary violation will occur whenever instructions or data is addressed
by the target program and this address exceeds the target computer core
size. A time overflow occurs when the simulated elapsed time exceeds the
maximum program execution time specified by the user prior to beginning
the simulation. When either of these errors is detected during a simu-
lation, the program is terminated immediately. A printout of the error
flag value identifies the termination cause for the user and the normal
statistics information is also printed following this type of program
termination.
d. Wait State. If the SUMC simulator executes an instruction
which places the target machine in the WAIT state, the simulation response
will be identical to that obtained due to normal target program comple-
tion. The single exception is that an error flag is printed indicating
the WAIT state.
e. Target Program Completion. A normal termination of the
simulator program occurs when all target program instructions have been
executed in an error-free fashion. Unless the user has requested specific
diagnostics, the only information necessary at the time of a normal pro-
gram completion will be the usual statistics table.
The present version of the SUMC simulator does not possess a re-
start capability although provisions have been made to add this feature
at a later date. This feature will of course have its greatest impact
on the program termination portions of the simulator. Future restart
capabilities will be discussed in detail in a later section which deals
with possible simulator enhancements.
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6. SUMC Simulator Interrupt Capability. The SIMC computer which
presently acts as the target machine for the current version of the
simulator has an interrupt scheme modeled after that of the IBM 360
system. Under this setup, five classes of interrupt conditions are
present, which are input/output, program, supervisor-call, external, and
machine check interruptions.
An interruption consists of storing the current Program Status
Word (PSW) as an old PSW and fetching a new PSW. Interruptions are
taken only when the CPU is interruptible for the interruption source.
The system mask can be used to mask I/O and external interruptions; the
program mask can be used to mask three of the twelve program interrup-
tions; and the machine-check mask can be used to mask machine-check
interruptions.
The simulator checks for interruptions after one instruction inter-
pretation is finished and before a new instruction interpretation is
started. This check is performed within the primary control loop each
time the simulator returns from an interpretive instruction execution.
The action taken by the simulator upon the detection of an interrupt
condition is as follows:
• When any type of interrupt is detected, the INTRPS sub-
routine is called for the purpose of maintaining the
stack of pending interrupts. The current interrupt is
added to the stack according to its predetermined ser-
vicing priority. The INTRPS subroutine is also responsible
for maintaining the interrupt stack whenever it is modified
due to a pending interrupt being "pulled" for servicing.
• The IMMPSW routine is called to convert the current PSW
to an old PSW format and store this PSW in the appropriate
main storage location.
• The ISPPSW routine is called to convert the new PSW in
main storage into the current PSW format and store this
PSW in simulated scratch pad memory.
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• When an interruption is detected, the instruction which is
currently being executed may or may not be completed
depending on the type of interruption. Furthermore,
interruptions caused by error conditions will result in
a call of the ERINS subroutine which identifies the
anomaly to the user and subsequently terminates the simu-
lation program.
• If the interruption is not due to an error condition, an
interrupt service routine, INTSER, is called which informs
the user that the interrupt has occurred, before beginning
the execution of the next instruction. The INTSER routine
will eventually be expanded to perform all simulated
interrupt servicing operations according to the interrup-
tion action of the simulation target computer. The
present version of the SIMC simulation program simulates
only interrupt detection and stack operations.
A summary of the target computer interruption conditions which must be
checked by the simulator are given in Table III-6. This table lists,
for each interruption source, the interruption code, system mask bits,
interruption-length code, operation execution and simulation execution.
As discussed above, the present version of the interpretive simu-
lator models the target SUMC interrupt detection and stacking operations
but does not simulate the actual interrupt servicing operations. The
interrupt servicing routines are highly dependent on the particular
target computer being simulated and their implementation is planned for
a later date, as outlined in the next section covering future simulator
enhancements.
7. Simulator Utility Routines and Functions. There are a number
of subroutines included in the simulation program which perform generic
operations and which are used by different simulator modules. The
following paragraphs give brief descriptions of these utility routines
along with an explanation of their function.
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SUPERVISOR-CALL (OLD PSW 32 , NEW PSW 96 , PRIORITY 2)
Instruction bits 00000000 rrrrrrrr 1 completed continued
EXTERNAL (OLD PSW 24, NEW PSW 88, PRIORITY 3)
Interrupt key 00000000 nlnnnnnn 7 X completed terminated
MACHINE CHECK (OLD PSW 48, NEW PSW 112, PRIORITY 1)
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IA.ND(I,J) is a function subprogram which logically AND's the
contents of the two locations specified by the arguments of the function
and returns this result to the calling subprogram.
IOR(I,J) is a function subprogram which logically OR's the
contents of the two locations specified by the arguments of the function
and returns the result to the calling subprogram.
IER(I,J) is a function subprogram which performs the logical
EXCLUSIVE OR of the contents of the locations specified by the arguments
of the function and returns this result to the calling subprogram.
INTNOT(K) is a function subprogram which complements the con-
tents of the location specified by the argument and returns this result
to the calling subprogram.
ITWTSM(I) is a function subprogram which converts the two's-
complement value of the argument to signed-magnitude representation and
returns this result to the calling subprogram.
ISMTWO(I) is a function subprogram which converts the signed-
magnitude value of the argument to two1s-complement representation and
returns this result to the calling subprogram.
ILQA.D(SOURCE,SB,NB) is a function subprogram which will move
a field of data from the source word and will right-justify it as the
output argument. The remaining part of the output argument word will be
filled with zeros.
ISTORE(SRC1,SRC2,SB,NB) is a function subprogram which will
move a right-justified field of data of NB bits in length from SRC1 and
will scale to position SB. This field will then replace the same scaled
field portion of word SRC2. The word then formed becomes the output
argument and is returned to the calling subprogram.
JEXBIN(IBUF,IST,ILNG) is a function subprogram.which converts
a hexadecimal character string to a binary representation. The conver-
sion result is the binary equivalent of the ILNG hexadecimal characters
beginning with character 1ST of the string IBUF.
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I2T1(I) and I1T2(I) are one's-complament : two's-complement
conversion routines which will be implemented for later versions of the
simulator. Present operation on the IBM 7094 host system, a signed-
magnitude arithmetic machine, does not require the use of these routines.
ICOMP1(SOURCE,SB,NB) is a function subprogram which will com-
plement a field of data in the source word. The NB bits beginning at
bit position SB of the source word are one's-complemented in the output
argument.
C. Recommended Expansion and Enhancements
1. Input/Output Simulation. The present version of the SIMC
interpretive simulator does not perform simulated I/O operations. The
I/O processing characteristics of the SUMC target computer will vary
greatly from one target machine to the next and, for this reason, an
I/O simulation program package would not be appropriate for the basic
SUMC simulation program. What would be appropriate, however, is a
general purpose I/O interface routine which would form part of the basic
simulator. This interface routine would coordinate I/O simulation
operations between the basic simulator program and various peripheral
device simulation subroutines which would be needed for a particular
application.
Figure 111-12 contains a diagram which indicates the communication
paths which would be necessary for an I/O simulation scheme as discussed
above. Under this setup, the SUMC simulator would maintain status
information in the COMMON scratch pad memory array and also place and
retrieve data in the product-remainder register (PRR) location. The
peripheral device simulation routines would handle all I/O data transfers
through the PRR while under control of the SPM status registers.
I/O simulation procedures will depend heavily on the particular
application; however, an I/O interface routine for the SUMC simulator
will perform at least the following functions:




























































• Place/Retrieve data in the PRR
• Issue CALL's to specified peripheral device simulation
routines.
Peripheral device simulated elapsed time will be maintained by each de-
vice simulation routirie and I/O task completion trittst signal a RETURN to
the primary control loop of the SUMC simulator. All I/O processing rou-
tines are of course triggered by I/O interruptions of the target computer
CPU.
2. Simulator Execution Efficiency. The SUMC instruction simulator
has been designed with generality in mind as a key simulation objective.
It is meant to be a basic, general-purpose simulator in two respects:
• The simulator must have the capability to model a family
of SUMC target machines, i.e., this computer family is
expected to consist of machines with architectures and
design parameters which may vary with the envisioned
application.
• The simulator must be easily transferable between different
host computers, i.e., the SUMC simulator development is
being done using an IBM 7094 host system with plans for
production runs on a Univac 1108 system. - (In addition, it
is expected that the simulator should be easily modified
to eventually operate on several other large-scale
commercial host systems.)
The desired generality of simulator design cannot be realized with-
out paying the penalty of decreased execution efficiency. This inherent
design tradeoff on generality and efficiency can only be resolved through
carefully defined simulation objectives and continuing studies of the
basic simulator's execution efficiency. These studies are planned
following the initial simulator implementation and programming changes
will be made accordingly.
If the price to achieve a general-purpose simulator has been
too great, there are several areas which may be investigated for
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enhancement of simulator execution efficiency. These are:
• Rewriting any existing program code which has not already
been written in the most efficient form.
• Converting basic subroutines from the standard FORTRAN IV
source language to a more efficient machine language code
whenever this will enhance execution speed.
• Employing host machine hardware to the maximum possible
extent.
• Sacrificing any target computer generalities which are
not explicitly desired.
• Employing the capabilities of the simulator supervisory
I/O routines in lieu of the present FORTRAN I/O operations.
3. Target Instruction Set. The instruction set which has been
implemented for the current SUMC target computer parallels that of the
IBM 360 system. The present version of the SUMC simulator executes a
selected subset of this set of machine instructions. If desired, the
SUMC simulator could be expanded to execute the complete instruction set
used by the IBM 360 system. This would basically require the addition
of floating-point, I/O, and decimal arithmetic instructions to the
present simulator. Table III-7 shows a complete list of all IBM 360
instructions and those which have been included in the present version
of the simulator are marked.
One of the key enhancements presently planned for the interpretive
simulator is the addition of a complete set of floating-point instructions
and decimal arithmetic instructions. It is of course the ultimate aim
of the interpretive simulator to be capable of processing the complete
instruction set of the SUMC computer which at a particular time is serv-
ing as the simulation target computer.
4. Interrupt Servicing Simulation. As discussed previously in
this report, the SUMC simulator has the present capability to model the
target computer interrupt detection and stacking operations. The simu-
lation of actual interruption servicing operations has not been a part
70












































































































































































































































































































































































X = Have been implemented for SUMC simulator.
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of the present project. For simulator completeness, however, the simu-
lation of the total interrupt response operations performed by the target
computer is an essential part of future simulator enhancement studies.
The present SUMC target computer recognizes 16 different interrup-
tion conditions and future enhancement plans therefore include the im-
plementation of at least this set of interrupt service routines. These






















The SUMC simulator has been designed to interpretively execute the
instruction set of a SUMC target computer. Flexibility has been designed
into the simulator so that a SUMC family of target computers may be simu-
lated. This done by introducing simulation parameters which define the
key architectural features of the target computer under consideration.
The simulator is given added relevance to many users through a design
objective requiring host machine independence for the simulator to the
fullest possible extent. This goal is accomplished by isolating all
host machine dependent functions performed by the simulator to a minimum
number of distinct program modules.
After a brief description of the SUMC architecture and instruction
set, a complete description of the SUMC interpretive simulator is given
in Section III. In this section, following a discussion of simulator
design principles, the different functional program modules making up
the simulator are discussed separately. The simulator modules have been
grouped under the following headings:
• primary control loop
• initialization




• utility routines and functions
To supplement the simulator description given in Section III, the
appendices found at the end of this report include:
• User's Manual - to provide information for efficient use
of the simulator covering deck setup, required data inputs,
and data card formats;
• Module Descriptions - to provide brief descriptions of all
functional modules which comprise the complete simulator;
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• SUMC Instructions - to provide brief descriptions of the
Breadboard System instructions which have been implemented
in the interpretive simulator.
• Simulator Source Program Listing - to provide a complete
record of the SUMC simulator as it presently exists.
• Sample Output Listing - to provide an example of the type
of simulation output obtained when simulating a typical
SUMC target program.
Recommended expansion and enhancements for the simulator are also
pointed out in Section III. The following categories are covered:
• Input/Output
• Execution efficiency
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APPENDIX I. USER MANUAL
The intention of this section is to provide a brief but exact sum-
mary of the operational characteristics of the SUMC interpretive simu-
lator program. Proper deck setup is illustrated for execution on the
IBM 7094 host computer and detailed descriptions of all required or
optional data cards is also given.
A. Deck Setup
Figure AI-1 shows the basic components which make up the complete
simulator source deck. The simulator is presently a self-contained set
of program modules designed to operate in the batch programming mode.
The following component decks are therefore required for execution of a
SUMC program using the interpretive simulator.
1. Host Control Cards. This is a standard deck of control cards
used by the host computer for processing a particular simulation job;
The makeup of this set of cards is entirely dependent on the particular
computer installation which is used as the host system.
2. Simulator Modules. This set of program modules comprises the
basic SUMC interpretive simulator. The simulator has been modularized
in this fashion for ease of implementation, convenience of program
changes, and also to isolate host computer programming dependencies. A
brief description of each program module included in the basic simulator
is given in Appendix II.
* '
3. $DATA Card. This card is required under the IBM 7094 host
system in order to signal the presence of user-supplied input data cards.
4. Diagnostics Data. This set of data cards provides the diag-
nostics keys and accompanying information needed to activate and execute
any SNAP, TRACE, SPM DUMP, or MM DUMP diagnostics wanted by the user.





FIGURE A1-1. SUMC INTERPRETIVE SIMULATOR SOURCE DECK SETUP.
1-2
5. Target Parameters. The architectural features of the SUMC
target computer which may be varied for a particular application are
supplied with values appearing in this data deck. A detailed explana-
tion of the data cards needed to assign values to the different parameters
is given later in this section.
6. Target Memory Map. The target program which is to be inter-
pretively executed by the SUMC simulator is described through data con-
tained in the target memory map deck. Each card included in this deck
contains a SUMC main memory address and the hexadecimal value which is
to be loaded into the location. A detailed layout of this card deck will
be given later in this section.
B. Diagnostics Data Deck Setup
The following five pages present a detailed layout of the data
cards which may be included in the user's diagnostics deck. The exact
sequence required for input of this data as well as the necessary for-
mats are given. The diagnostics data is divided into four classifica-
tions:
• SNAP diagnostics data (Figure Al-2)
• TRACE diagnostics data (Figure Al-3)
• SPM DUMP diagnostics data (Figure Al-4)
• MM DUMP diagnostic data (Figure Al-4)
The five data cards which must always be included as part of this data
deck are marked with an asterisk. •
C. Target Computer Definition Data
The target computer architectural parameters which may be specified
by the user are given specific values in this set of data cards. The
present version of the SUMC simulator allows user specification of eleven
simulation variables and the eight data cards which input these variables
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D. Target Computer Memory Map
The target program is defined for the simulator by specifying the
memory map for the SUMC target computer. This is presently done by
means of the memory map card deck which supplies memory data to the
simulator on a single location per card basis. Each card contained in
the memory map deck includes:
• SUMC MM address in hexadecimal
• contents of the specified MM address in hexadecimal
• number of halfwords being specified (1 or 2)
Figure Al-6 illustrates the card layouts to be used for the memory map
deck. Note that the first data card must specify an offset which can
be used to relocate the target memory map with respect to location zero
of simulated SUMC main memory. If the offset is zero, the MM address
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APPENDIX II. MODULE DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix provides a brief description of all program modules
making up the complete SUMC interpretive simulator program. The
material is organized so that each program module is described on a
single page, and the information provided with each module description
includes:
• procedure or module identifier
• purpose of the module
• programming approach
• external procedures referenced by the module
• external data referenced by the module
II-l
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 001
Purpose; Mainline program for interpretive simulator.
Approach; Program is a series of subroutine calls and error checks.
Snap, Dump, Trace requests are checked and executed after initialization
is completed. Interrupt detection logic follows. After interrupts are
serviced the computer instruction is interpretively executed. This pro-
cedure is repeated until an end of program test is successful.
External Procedure Referenced; Subroutines: COR 008 (INITLZ),
TRACSR (TRACEX), SNAPSR (SNA.PEX), SPMDSR (SPMDEX), BMMDSR (BLMDEX),
COR 003 (FECHM), COR 005 (OPDEF), COR 014 (TIMER), COR 015 (INTRPS),
COR 013 (TERMIN)
External Data Referenced; Block data subprogram, input parameters.
II-2
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 002






Procedure Identifier: COR 003 (FECHM)
Purpose; Extract current Op Code from instruction. Select Op Code
dependent parameters for parse, execution time, and statistics dump.
Parse instruction, perform error checking on results of parse.
Approach; Using the Op Code extracted from the instruction as a pointer,
tabular values of the number of halfwords, segments/halfword, and bits/
segment are accessed. These data are utilized to extract each instruction
segment and store it in the segment table for use by other subprograms.
External Procedure Referenced; BRCHK, FLD, ERINS, HA.LTE
External Data Referenced; COMMON
II-4
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 004 (STATDP)
Purpose; Publish run data summary.
Approach; This subroutine accumulates and updates simulation statistics
throughout program execution and prints final results at program termina-
tion. Statistics are kept concerning number of instructions processed,





Procedure Identifier; COR 005 (OPDEF)
Purpose; To take Op Code and parse data from COR 003 and interpretively
execute the Op Code by means of a sequence of simulation instructions.
Approach; In the execution sequence, error checks are routinely done
simulating the error checking facilities of the SUMC. A computed GO TO
sends program control to the proper instruction simulation routine
according to the value of the current instruction Op Code.
External Procedure Referenced; BRCHK, INTRPS, IOR, HALTE, FECHFW,
IPPSW, FLD, JEKCC, INTNOT, IER, STORCH, ERINS, IAND, OVERFL
External Data Referenced; COMMON
II-6
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 006 (BRCHK)
Purpose; To perform a validity check upon the main storage address
(MSA) furnished in COMMON variable 3DATAS.
Approach; CALL BRCHK(J) where J is the integer variable set to 1 if the
MSA is valid and 2 if the MSA is invalid. The main storage address must
be stored in IDATAS prior to the subroutine call.
External Procedure Referenced; INTRPS
External Data Referenced; COMMON
II-7
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 007 (STORFW)
Purpose; To store in main storage the full word, halfword, or character
in the address provided in the call sequence.
Approach; CALL STORFW (Address, & default SNO)
CALL STORHW (Address, & default SNO)
CALL STORCH (Address, & default SNO)
The full word, halfword or character must be previously entered in
IDATAS (right justified).
External Procedure Referenced; FLD, IAND
External Data Referenced; COMMON
II-8
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 008 (INTILZ)
Purpose; Perform the required parameter initialization for the
simulator. Input the required data.
Approach; For simulation data which must be supplied by the user,
FORTRAN READ statements are employed. BLOCK DATA statements provide
values for internal simulation variables. Certain parameters are





Procedure Identifier; COR 009 (ERINS)
Purpose; Output error messages for hardware failures. Cause interruption
to occur in a manner similar to SUMC hardware exceptions.
Approach; IERFLG must be set to the code that indicates the error mode.




Procedure Identifier: COR 010 (HALTE)







Procedure Identifier: COR Oil (FECHFW)
Purpose; To fetch a datum from main storage.
Approach; CALL FECHFW (Address, & default SNO) full word
CALL FECHHW (Address, & default SNO) halfword
CALL FECHAR (Address, & default SNO) character
Datum is returned in LDATAS (right justified). Full word, halfword,
character. Validity check is done on the MSA.
External Procedure Referenced; BRCHK, FLD, IAND
External Data Referenced; COMMON
11-12
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 012 (JEKCC)
Purpose: To test the status of the condition codes.
Approach; FUNCTION JEKCC (MA.SK = ICODE). If any bit in the mask
matches the condition code, JEKCC = 2. If no bits match, JEKCC = 1.




Procedure Identifier; COR 013 (TERMIN)
Purpose: To output message indicating successful conclusion of
simulation and to institute restart subprogram if required.
Approach; A printout is initiated which identifies the termination
cause and the STATDP routine is GALLED in order to print appropriate
end-of-run statistics.
External Procedure Referenced; STATDP, RSTART
External Data Referenced; COMMON
11-14
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier:. COR 014 (TIMER)
Purpose: To maintain simulated elapsed execution time. If expected
elapsed time is exceeded, simulation is terminated.
Approach; Elapsed time is incremented using parameters fetched using
op code as a printer. Operations counter is incremented. Elapsed
time is compared with Time Limit. If time limit is exceeded, simulation
is terminated.
External Procedure Referenced; TERMIN
External Data Referenced; COMMON
II-15
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 015 (INTRPS)
Purpose; To simulate SUMC interrupt capability.
Approach; Tables of current pending interrupts are maintained and
searched upon request. An active enabled interrupt causes the appropriate
service subprogram to be called. The service subprograms are not part
of this contract.
CALL PUSH (priority level, interruption code, channel status, default SNO)
CALL PULL (priority level, J, interruption code, channel status word)
J = 1 No active interrupt at this level.
J = 2 Active interrupt.
External Procedure Referenced; IMMPSW, TERMIN, HA.LTE, ISPPSW, IAND,
ERINS
External Data Referenced; COMMON
11-16
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier: COR 016 (RSTART)
Purpose; To provide facility for the restart procedures that may be






Procedure Identifier; COR 017 IAND (I,J)
COR 018 IOR (I,J)
COR 019 IER (I,J)
Purpose; To provide the logical operations of And, Or, and Exclusive OR
on computer words.
Approach; The functions are implemented in a completely host-machine-
independent manner.
External Procedure Referenced; AND,
External Data Referenced; NONE
11-18
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 020 (FUNCTION IMMPSW(K))
Purpose; Converts current PSW's to old PSW formats and stores in
appropriate main storage locations.
Approach; K is the address in main storage of the 1st PSW of the group.
The main storage address is checked for validity.
External Procedure Referenced; BRCHK, FLD, INTRPS
External Data Referenced; COMMON
11-19
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 021 (FUNCTION 'ISPPSW00)
Purpose: To convert new PSW's in main storage into current PSW format
and store into simulated scratch pad memory.
Approach; K is address in main storage of 1st PSW required. Main Storage
address is checked for validity.




Procedure Identifier; COR 022 (FUNCTION INTNOT(K))
Purpose; To provide 1's complement of variable K
Approach: The implementation stresses host-machine-independence.




Procedure Identifier; COR 023 (INTSER)
Purpose; To provide facility for the addition of interrupt service






Procedure Identifier: COR 024 (ITWTSM(I))
COR 025 (ISMTWO(I))
Purpose; To provide function subprogram which perform conversion
operations form 2's-complenient representation to sign-magnitude (ITWTSM)
and sign-magnitude to 2's-complement (ISMTWO).
Approach; The routines are intended for use in simulating a 2's-complement
arithmetic target computer on a host system which employs sign-magnitude
arithmetic.




Procedure Identifier; COR 026 (ISTORE (ISOR,IDEST,IS,IN))
Purpose; To provide a host-independent routine for placing a right-
justified field of data from the source word in the specified field of
the destination word.
Approach; ISOR and IDEST specify the data source word and destination
word, respectively. The field of data is stored in the destination word
starting at bit position IS and is IN bits in length. Bit numbering is
right to left with the rightmost bit designated as bit number one.




Procedure Identifier; COR 027 (JEXBIN (IBUF, 1ST, ILNG))
Purpose; To convert character strings in hexadecimal format to an
internal IBM 7094 binary format.
Approach; IBUF is the character string location, 1ST is a pointer
to the first character in the string IBUF, and ILNG specifies the number
of hexadecimal characters to be converted. A maximum of 80 characters
may be converted by the function.




Procedure Identifier; COR 028 (ILOAD (SOURCE, SB, NB))
Purpose; To provide a host-machine-independent routine for loading a
field of data as a right-justified field in the output argument.
Approach; The data source word is specified by SOURCE. The field of
data to be loaded as the right-justified output argument begins at bit
position SB of the source word and is NB bits in length. Bit numbering
is right to left with the rightmost bit designated as bit number one.




Procedure Identifier; COR 029 (ISHADR(K))
Purpose; To extract the shift count from the current target instruction.
Approach; ISHADR is an integer function.subprogram which is useful in
executing several different target computer instructions.




Procedure Identifier; COR 030 (IVERFL(L,LOF))
Purpose; To compute overflow for conventional arithmetic operations
based on signs of inputs and results.
Approach; Rules for generation of overflow are applied.
External Procedure Referenced; IAND
External Data Referenced; L is result of arithmetic operation; LOF is
overflow parameter returned. LOF » 1 -£> 0/F, LOF - 2 =»$> No 0/F.
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 031 (ISLOGE(N))
Purpose; To collect COMMON logic associated with SS logical instructions.
Approach; N/A
External Procedure Referenced; FECMR, IAND, IER, IOR, STORCH
External Data Referenced; COMMON, N is call parameter defining
logical operation,
N - 1, logical AND
N • 2, logical OR
N = 3, exclusive OR
11-29
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 032 (IOVRFL(N,J))
Purpose; To compute overflow based on logical arithmetic operations.
Approach; Special rules for logical overflow are applied to inputs
and results of operations.
External Procedures Referenced; 3AND
External Data Referenced; COMMON, N, J
N is result of operation, J is parameter which defines 0/F. J * 1
overflow; J = 2 ^  no 0/F.
11-30
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; COR 033 (ICOMP1 (WRDIN,SB,NB))
Purpose; To provide a host-machine-independent routine for comple-
menting a specified field of bits in the source word.
Approach; WRDIN is the,source word and the function subprogram
complements NB bits of this word beginning at bit position SB. Bit
numbering is right to left with the rightmost bit designated as bit
number one.





Purpose; Data subprogram for classification of all valid target
computer instructions according to diagnostics keys which may be checked.
Approach; Each valid target instruction is assigned to a particular
classification which groups instructions in accordance with the appro-
priateness of their contents in checking diagnostics keys.
External Procedure Referenced;
External Data Referenced; /DVAR/
11-32
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier: HEADSR (HEADER)
Purpose; Printout of target machine status information which serves as
a header for diagnostics information which has been requested. This
header will be common to all types of diagnostics.
Approach; When the mainline routine has recognized a diagnostics request,
the header subroutine is called just prior to the calling of the appro-
priate subroutine to execute the diagnostic printout. This routine provides
the user with information concerning the diagnostic requested, program time,
program offset and current instruction contents.
External Procedure Referenced;
External Data Referenced; /DVAR/, /UNCON/, /UARRAY/
11-33
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; SNAPRS (SNAPRD)
Purpose; Routine to read external data which are used as keys to trigger
main memory SNAP diagnostic at desired time during simulation. Each SNAP
key triggers a printout of a unique set of main memory locations.
Approach: Each SNAP key specifies (1) type of key,. (2) value of key, and
(3) memory locations to be snapped.
External Procedure Referenced;
External Data Referenced; /FS/, /KS/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; TRACRS (TRACRD)
Purpose; Routine to read external data which are used as keys to
trigger the register TRACE diagnostic at desired time during simulation.
Each trace key triggers a printout of the same key registers from SPM.
Approach; Each TRACE key specifies (1) type of key, and (2) value of key.
External Procedure Referenced:
External Data Referenced; /TR/, /KT/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; SPMDRS (SPMDRD)
Purpose; Routine to read external data which are used as keys to
trigger a dump of the SPM contents at the desired time during the simula-
tion. Each TRA.CE key triggers a printout of the contents of all registers
in simulated SPM.
Approach; The SPM dump key specifies (1) type of key, and (2) value of
key.
External Procedure Referenced;
External Data Referenced; /SP/, /MM/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; MMDRSR (MMDRD)
Purpose; Routine to read external data which are used as keys to
trigger a block main memory dump diagnostic at the desired time during
the simulation. Each main memory block dump key triggers a printout
of a unique block of contiguous main memory locations.
Approach; Each main memory block dump key specifies the value of the






Procedure Identifier; SNAPSR (SNAPEX)
Purpose; Routine which checks SNAP keys prior to execution of each
instruction and collects the desired SNAP diagnostics data if triggered.
Approach; The present version of the subroutine issues a printout of
SNAP data when triggered. Subsequent versions will have provisions for
collecting and storing SNAP data for printout at some later time.
External Procedure Referenced; HEADSR (HEADER)
External Data Referenced; /FS/, /KS/, /DVAR/, /UNCON/, /UARRAY/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; TRACSR (TRACEX)
Purpose; Routine which checks TRACE keys prior to execution of each
instruction and collects the desired TRACE diagnostics data if triggered.
Approach; The present version of this subroutine issues a printout of
the contents of key registers when triggered. Subsequent versions will
have provisions for collecting and storing TRACE data for printout at
some later time. ;
External Procedure Referenced; HEADSR (HEADER)
External Data Referenced; /TR/, /KT/, /DVAR/, /UNCON/, /UARRAY/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; SPMDSR (SPMDEX)
Purpose; Routine which checks SPM dump keys prior to execution of each
instruction and collects the desired SPM contents if triggered.
Approach; The present version of this subroutine issues a printout of
SPM contents when triggered. Subsequent versions will have provisions
for storing current SPM contents for printout at some later time.
External Procedure Referenced; HEADSR (HEADER)
External Data Referenced; /SP/, /MM/, /DVAR/, /UNCON/, /UARRAY/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; BMMDSR (BLMDEX)
Purpose; Routine which checks the block main memory dump keys prior
to execution of each instruction and collects the desired target main
memory location contents if triggered.
Approach; A block dump of a specified set of target main memory loca-
tions can be triggered only by specified values of the simulated program
counter. The present version of the simulator issues a printout of the
specified target main memory contents when triggered. Subsequent versions
will store the current contents of the target main memory locations for
printout at some later time.
External Procedure Referenced; HEADSR (HEADER)
External Data Referenced; /SP/, /MM/, /DVAR/, /UNCON/, UARRAY/
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FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
Procedure Identifier; FMMDSR (FMMDEX)
Purpose; Routine which checks the main memory dump key prior to
termination of the simulation run, and executes a full target main
memory dump if requested.
Approach; A full target main memory dump is available only at the
termination of a simulation program. The dump may be executed following
an error termination or following a normal program halt.
External Procedure Referenced;
External Data Referenced; /SP/, /MM/, /DVAR/, /UNCON/, /UARRAY/
11-42
APPENDIX III. SUMC INSTRUCTIONS
This appendix gives a brief description of each of the SUMC Bread-




Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
04 SPM RR Set Program Mask
Description; Bits 2-7 of the general register specified by the R, field
replace the condition code and the program mask bits of the current PSW.
Bits 0, 1, and 8-31 of the register specified by the R.. field are ignored.
The contents of the register specified by the R, field remain unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
05 BALR RR Branch and Link
Description; The right-most 32 bits of the PSW, including the updated
instruction address, are stored as link information in the general regis-
ter specified by R... Subsequently, the instruction address is replaced
by the branch address. The branch address is determined before the link
information is stored.
Op Code Mnemonic . Type Instruction
06 BCTR RR Branch on count
Description; The content of the general register specified by R is
algebraically reduced by one. When the result is zero, normal instruc-
tion sequencing proceeds with the updated instruction address. When the
result is not zero, the instruction address is replaced by the branch
address. The branch address is determined prior to the counting opera-
tion.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
07 BCR RR Branch on condition
Description; The updated instruction address is replaced by the branch
address if the state of the condition code is as specified by the contents
of the R- field; otherwise, normal instruction sequencing proceeds with
the updated instruction address.
III-2
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
OA SVC RR Supervisor call
Description; The instruction causes a supervisor-call interruption with
the R,, R~ field of the instruction providing the interruption code.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
10 LPR RR! Load positive
Description; The absolute value of the second operand is placed in the
first operand location. The operation includes complementation of
negative numbers; positive numbers remain unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
11 LNR RR Load negative
Description; The Z's-complement of the absolute value of the second
operand is placed in the first operand location. The operation comple-
ments positive numbers; negative numbers and zero remain unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
12 LTR RR Load and test
Description; The second operand is placed in the first operand location,
and the sign and magnitude of the second operand determine the condition
code. The second operand is unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
13 LCR RR Load complement
Description; The 2's-complement of the second operand is placed in the
first operand location.
III-3
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
14 NR RR AND
Description; The logical product (AND) of the bits of the first and second
operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands are treated
as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective AND is applied
bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
15 CLR RR Compare logical
Description; The first operand is compared with the second operand, and
the result is indicated in the condition code.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
16 OR RR OR
Description; The logical sum (OR) of the bits of the first and second
operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands are treated
as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective inclusive OR is
applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
17 XR RR Exclusive OR
Description; The modulo-two sum (exclusive OR) of the bits of the first
and second operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands
are treated as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective exclu-
sive OR is applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
18 LR RR Load
Description; The second operand is placed in the first operand location.




Description; The first operand is compared with the second operand, and
the result determines the setting of the condition code. Comparison is
algebraic, treating both comparands as 32-bit signed integers.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
1A AR RR Add.
Description; The second operand is added to the first operand, and the
sum is placed in the first operand location.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
v
IB SR RR Subtract
Description; The second operand is subtracted from the first operand,
and the difference is placed in the first operand location.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
1C MR RR Multiply
Description; The product of the multiplier (second operand) and the
multiplicand (first operand) replaces the multiplicand. Multiplier and
multiplicand are 32-bit signed integers and the product is a 64-bit
signed integer occupying the even/odd register pair specified by the R
field of the instruction.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
ID DR RR Divide
Description; The dividend (first operand) is divided by the divisor
(second operand) and replaced by the remainder and the quotient. The
divisor is a 32-bit signed integer. The divident is a 64-bit signed
integer occupying the even/odd register pair specified by the R, field
III-5
of the instruction. A 32-bit signed remainder and a 32-bit signed quo-
tient replace the dividend in the even-numbered and off-numbered regis-
ters, respectively.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
IE ALR RR Add logical
Description; The second operand is added to the first operand, and the
sum is placed in the first operand location. A carry out in the sign
position is recorded in the condition code. Logical addition adds all
32 bits of both operands without further change to the resulting sign
bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
IF SLR RR Subtract logical
Description; The second operand is subtracted from the first operand,
and the difference is placed in the first operand location. A carry out
in the sign position is recorded in the condition code. All 32 bits of
both operands participate, without further change to the resulting sign
bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
40 STH RX Store halfword
Description; The first operand is stored at the halfword second operand
location. The 16 high-order bits of the first operand are ignored.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
41 LA RX Load address
Description; The address of the second operand is inserted in the low-
order 24 bits of the general register specified by R-. The remaining
bits of the general register are made zero.
III-6
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
42 STC RX Store character
Description; Bit positions 24-31 of the register designated as the
first operand are placed in the second operand address.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
43 1C RX Insert character
Description; The 8-bit character at the second operand address is
inserted into bit positions 24-31 of the register specified as the first
operand location.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
44 EX RX Execute
Description; The single instruction at the branch address is modified
by the content of the general register specified by R., and the resulting
subject instruction is executed. Bits 8-15 of the instruction designated
by the branch address are OR-'-ed with bits 24-31 of the register specified
by R,, except when register 0 is specified, which indicates no modifica-
tion takes place.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
45 BAL RX Branch and link
Description; The right-most 32 bits of the PSW, including the updated
instruction address, are stored as link information in the general regis-
ter specified by R-. Subsequently, the instruction address is replaced
by the branch address. The branch address is determined before the link
information is stored.
Ill-7
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
46 BCT RX Branch on count
Description; The content of the general register specified by RI is
algebraically reduced by one. When the result is zero, normal instruc-
tion sequencing proceeds with the updated instruction address. When
the result is not zero, the instruction address is replaced by the branch
address. The branch address is determined prior to the counting operation.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
47 BC RX Branch on condition
Description; The updated instruction address is replaced by the branch
address if the state of the condition code is as specified by the contents
of the R, field; otherwise, normal instruction sequencing proceeds with
the updated instruction address.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
48 LH RX Load Halfword
Description; The halfword second operand is placed in the first operand
location. The second operand sign bit value is propagated through the
16 high-order bit positions before insertion.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
49 CH RX Compare Halfword
Description; The first operand is compared with the halfword second
operand, and the result determines the setting of the condition code.
The comparison is algebraic.
Ill-8
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
4A AH RX Add halfword
Description; The halfword second operand is added to the first operand
and the sum is placed in the first operand location. The halfword
second operand is expanded to a full word before addition.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
4B SH RX Subtract halfword
Description; The halfword second operand is subtracted from the first
operand, and the difference is placed in the first operand location.
The halfword second operand is expanded to a full word before subtraction.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
4C MH RX Multiply halfword
Description; The product of the halfword multiplier (second operand)
and the muliplicand (first operand) replaces the multiplicand. The
halfword multiplier is expanded to a full word before multiplication and
the low-order part of the product replaces the multiplicand (first
operand). .,
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
4E CVD RX Convert to decimal
Description; The radix of the first operand is changed from binary to
decimal, and the result is stored in the second operand location. The
number is treated as a right-aligned signed integer both before and
after conversion. .The result has the packed decimal format, occupies a
double-word in storage, and must be located on an integral boundary.
III-9
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
4F CVB RX Convert to binary
Description; The radix of the second operand is changed from decimal to
binary, and the result is placed in the first operand location. The
second operand has the packed decimal data format and occupies a double^
word storage field, which must be located on an integral boundary.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
50 ST RX Store
Description; The first operand is placed in the second operand location.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
54 N RX AND
Description; The logical product (AND) of the first and second operands
is placed in the first operand location. Operands are treated as
unstructured logical quantities, and the connective AND is applied bit
by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
55 CL RX Compare logical
Description; The first operand is compared with the second operand, and
the result is indicated in the condition code.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
56 0 RX OR
Description; The logical sum (OR) of the bits of the first and second
operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands are treated
as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective inclusive OR is
applied bit by bit.
Ill-10
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
57 X RX Exclusive OR
Description; The modulo-two sum (exclusive OR) of the first and second
operands is placed in the. first operand location. Operands are treated
as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective exclusive OR is
applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
58 L RX Load
Description; The second operand is placed in the first operand location,
with the second operand left unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
59 C RX Compare
Description; The first operand is compared with the second operand, and
the result determines the setting of the condition code. The 32-bit
signed integer operands are compared algebraically.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
5A A RX Add
Description; The second operand is added to the first operand, and the
sum is placed in the first operand location.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
5B S RX Subtract
Description; The second operand is subtracted from the first operand,
and the difference is placed in the first operand location.
III-ll
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
5C M RX Multiply
Description; The product of the multiplier (second operand) and the
multiplicand (first operand) replaces the multiplicand. Multiplier and
multiplicand are 32-bit signed integers and the product is a 64-bit
signed integer occupying the even/odd register pair specified by the R..
field of the instruction.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
5D D RX Divide
Description; The dividend (first operand) is divided by the divisor
(second operand^ and replaced by the remainder and the quotient. The
divisor is a 32-bit signed integer. The divident is a 64-bit signed
integer occupying the even/odd register pair specified by the R, field
of the instruction. A 32-bit signed integer remainder and a 32-bit
signed integer quotient replace the divident in the even-numbered and
odd-numbered registers, respectively.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
5E AL RX Add logical
Description; The second operand is added to the first operand, and the
sum is placed in the first operand location. A carry out in the sign
position is recorded in the condition code. Logical addition adds all
32 bits of both operands without further change to the resulting sign bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
5F SL RX Subtract logical
Description; The second operand is subtracted from the first operand,
and the difference is placed in the first operand location. A carry out
in the sign position is recorded in the condition code. All 32 bits of
both operands participate, without further change to the resulting sign
bit.
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Op Code , Mrygnonlc Type Instruction
80 SSM SI ."• Set system mask
Description; The byte at the location designated by the operand address
replaces the system mask bits of the current PSW.
Qp Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
82 LPSW SI Load PSW
Description: The double word at the location designated by the operand
address replaces the PSW. The operand address must be a double word
address. The double word which is loaded becomes the PSW for the next
sequence of instructions,.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
86 BXH RS Branch on index high
Description; An increment is added to the first operand, and the sum
is compared algebraically with a comparand. Subsequently, the sum is
placed in the first operand location, regardless of whether the branch
is taken. When the sum is high, the instruction address is replaced by
the branch address. When the sum is low or equal, instruction sequencing
proceeds with the updated instruction address. The first operand and the
increment are in the registers specified by R- and R,. The comparand
register address is odd and is either one larger than R- or equal to R«.
The branch address is determined prior to the addition and comparison.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
87 mCT.*1. RS Branch on index low or equal
Description; An increment is added to the first operand, and the sum is
compared algebraically with a comparand. Subsequently, the sum is placed
in the first operand location, regardless of whether the branch is taken.
When the sum is low or equal, the instruction address is replaced by the
branch address. When the sum is high, normal instruction sequencing
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proceeds with the updated instruction address. The first operand and
the increment are in the registers specified by R and R . The comparand
register address is odd and is either one larger than R. or equal to R«.
The branch address is computed prior to the addition and comparison.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
88 SRL RS Shift right single
Description; The first operand is shifted right the number of bits speci-
fied by the low-order six bits of the second operand address field.
Zero's are shifted into vacated register positions.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
89 SLL RS Shift left single
Description; The first operand is shifted left the number of bits speci-
fied by the low-order six bits of the second operand address field.
Zero's are shifted into vacated register positions.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
8A SRA RS Shift right single
Description; The integer part of the first operand is shifted right the
number of bits specified by the low-order six bits of the second operand
address field. Bits equal to the sign are supplied to vacated register
positions.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
8B SLA. RS Shift left single
Description; The integer part of the first operand is shifted left the
number of bits specified by the low-order six bits of the second operand
address field. Zero's are shifted into vacated register positions.
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Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
8C SKDL RS Shift right double
Description; The double word first operand is shifted right the number
of bits specified by the low-order six bits of the second operand address
field. The R, field of the instruction must contain an even register
address specifying an even/odd register pair. Zero's are supplied to
vacated register positions.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
8D SLDL RS Shift left double
Description; The double word first operand is shifted right the number
of bits specified by the •. low-order six bits of the second operand address
field. The R.. field of the instruction must contain an even register
address specifying an even/odd register pair. Zero's are supplied to
vacated register positions.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
8E SRDA RS Shift right double
Description; The double-length integer part of the first operand is
shifted right the number of places specified by the low-order bits of
the second operand address field. The R.. field of the instruction must
contain an even register address specifying an even/odd register pair.
Bits equal to the sign bit are supplied to vacated register positions.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
8F SLDA RS Shift left double
Description: The double-length integer part of the first operand is
shifted left the number of places specified by the low-order six bits of
the second operand address field. The R. field of the instruction must
contain an even register address specifying an even/odd register pair.
Zero's are supplied to vacated register positions.
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Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
90 STM RS Store multiple
Description; The set of general registers starting with the register
specified by R, and ending with the register specified by R« is stored
at the locations designated by the second operand address. The general
registers are stored in the ascending order of their addresses, start-
ing with the register specified by RI and continuing through the register
specified by R,, with register 0 following register 15.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
91 TM SI Test under mask
Description; The byte of immediate data, I?, is used as an 8-bit mask
to set the condition code. The bits of the mask are made to correspond
one for one with the bits of the character in storage specified by the
first operand address. A mask bit of one indicates that the storage bit
is to be tested; when zero, the storage bit is ignored. When all storage
bits thus selected are zero, the condition code is made zero. The code
is also made zero when the mask is all-zero. When the selected bits are
all-one, the code is made 3; otherwise, the code is made 1.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
92 MVI SI Move
Description; The 8-bit byte immediate operand is placed in the first
operand location.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
93 TS SI Test and set
Description; The leftmost bit of the byte located at the first operand
address is used to set the condition code, and the entire address byte
is set to all ones.
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Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
94 NI SI AND
Description; The logical product (AND) of the bits of the first operand
and the immediate operand is placed in the first operand location.
Operands are treated as unstructured logical quantities, and the connec-
tive AND is applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
95 CLI SI Compare logical
Description; The first operand is compared with the immediate operand,
and the result is indicated in the condition code.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
96 01 SI OR
Description; The logical sum (OR) of the bits of the first and immediate
operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands are treated
as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective inclusive OR is
applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
97 XI SI Exclusive OR
Description; The modulo-two sum (exclusive OR) of the bits of the first
and immediate operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands
are treated as unstructured logical quantities and the connective exclusive
OR is applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
98 LM RS Load Multiple
Description; The set of general registers starting with the register
specified by R- and ending with the register specified by R_ is loaded
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from the locations designated by the second operand address. The general
registers are loaded in the ascending order of their addresses, starting
with the register specified by R. and continuing through the register
specified by R_, with register 0 following register 15.
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GROUP III INSTRUCTIONS
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
Dl MVN SS Move numerics
Description; The low-order four bits of each byte in the second operand
field, the numerics, are placed in the low-order bit positions of the
corresponding bytes in the first operand fields. Movement is left to
right through each- field one byte at a time, and the fields may overlap
in any desired way. The high-order four bits of each byte, the zones,
remain unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
D2 MVC SS Move
Description: The second storage operand is placed in the first storage
operand location. Movement is left to right through each field a byte
at a time and the fields may overlap in any desired way.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
D3 MVZ SS Move zones
Description; The high-order four bits of each byte in the second operand
field, the zones, are placed in the high-order four bit positions of the
corresponding bytes in the first operand field. Movement is left to right
through each field one byte at a time, and the fields may overlap in any
desired way. The low-order four bits of each byte, the numerics, remain
unchanged.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
D4 NC SS AND
Description; The logical product (AND) of the bits of the first and
second storage operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands
are treated as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective AND
is applied bit by bit.
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Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
D5 CLC SS Compare logical
Description: The first storage operand is compared with the second
storage operand, and the result is indicated in the condition code.
Comparison is binary, and all codes are valid.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
D6 OC SS OR
Description; The logical sum (OR) of the bits of the first and second
storage operands is placed in the first operand location. Operands are
treated as unstructured logical quantities, and the connective inclusive
OR is applied bit by bit.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
D7 XC SS Exclusive OR
Description; The modulo-two sum (exclusive OR) of the bits of the first
and second storage operands is placed in the first operand location.
Operands are treated as unstructured logical quantities, and the connec-
tive exclusive OR is applied bit by bit.
00 Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
DC TR SS Translate
Description; The eight-bit bytes of the first operand are used as argu-
ments to reference the list designated by the second operand address.
Each eight-bit function byte selected from the list replaces the corres-
ponding argument in the first operand. The bytes of the first operand are
selected one by one for translation, proceeding left to right. All data
is valid and the operation proceeds until the first operand field is
exhausted.
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Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
DD TUT SS Translate and test
Description; The eight-bit bytes of the first operand are used as argu-
ments to reference the list designated by the second operand address.
Each eight-bit function byte thus selected from the list is used to
determine the continuation of the operation. When the function byte is
a zero, the operation proceeds by fetching and translating the next
argument byte. When the function byte is non-zero, the operation is com-
pleted by inserting the related argument address in general register 1,
and inserting the function byte in general register 2. Fetching of the
function byte from the list proceeds as in TRANSLATE. When the first
operand field is exhausted before a non-zero function byte is encountered,
the condition code is set to 0. The condition code is set to 1 when one
or more argument bytes have not been translated. The condition code is
set to 2 if the last function byte is non-zero.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
Fl MVO SS Move with offset
Description; The second operand is placed to the left of and adjacent
to the low-order four bits of the first operand. The fields are pro-
cessed right to left. If necessary, the second operand is extended with
high-order zero's. If the first operand field is too short to contain
all bytes of the second operand, the remaining information is ignored.
Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
F2 PACK SS Pack
Description; The format of the second operand is changed from zoned to
packed, and the result is placed in the first operand location. The
fields are processed right to left. If necessary, the second operation
is extended with high-order zero's. If the first operand field is too
short to contain all significant digits of the second operand field, the
remaining high-order bits are ignored. Overlapping fields may occur.
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Op Code Mnemonic Type Instruction
F3 UNPK SS Unpack
Description; The format of the second operand is changed from packed
to zoned, and the result is placed in the first operand location. The
fields are processed right to left. The second operand is extended
with high-order zero digits before unpacking, if necessary. If the
first operand field is too short to contain all significant digits of
the second operand field, the remaining high-order digits are ignored.
Overlapping fields may occur.
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APPENDIX IV. SUMC SIMULATOR SOURCE PROGRAM
This appendix contains the complete source listing for the basic SUMC
interpretive simulator. The source language is FORTRAN IV and the
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APPENDIX V. SAMPLE PROGRAM OUTPUT
This appendix contains a sample program printout which illustrates
the various types of diagnostics and statistics which the SUMC simulator
makes available to the user. The target program used in obtaining the
printout consisted of diagnostic routines which are currently being used
for checkout of the SUMC Breadboard System instruction set.
The sample program includes the following types of diagnostic
printouts:
• TRACE - A time-keyed TRACE diagnostic was requested such
that a printout of the contents of key target computer
registers is obtained at simulated elapsed time 50320.000
msec and the TRACE would remain in effect for ten consecu-
tive instructions.
• SPM DUMP - An op-code-keyed scratch pad memory dump was
requested such that any halfword operations encountered
during the simulation would trigger a dump of the contents
of SPM prior to the instruction execution. The current
SUMC instruction set includes five instructions which
specify halfword operations; those are LH, CH, AH, SH and
MH and their op codes are (hexadecimal) 48, 49, 4A, 4B
and 4C, respectively.
• SNAP - A memory-address-keyed SNAP diagnostic was requested
such that any target instructions addressing MM location
32 or MM location 96 would trigger a printout of the con-
tents of MM locations 96 and 100 or MM locations 32 and 36,
respectively. In this case, SNAP locations were chosen
so that both the old and new program status words could be
checked when a Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction is exe-
cuted.
• BLOCK MM DUMP - A block dump of the contents of MM loca-
tions 24 through 137 was requested whenever the current
value of the program counter was equal to 6956. This
particular memory dump would allow the user to check cur-
rent values of program status words residing in main
memory.
The standard statistics table is shown at the conclusion of the pro-
gram printout and the following information is supplied concerning the
target program which has been simulated:
• Number of instructions of various classes which were
executed.
• Time used in executing each class of instruction.
• Percentage of total time used in executing each class of
instruction.
• Total number of target instructions executed.
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